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Abstract 

 APOBEC3 proteins, in particular APOBEC3G/F, are important innate host factors 

that contribute to protection from HIV-1 infection by inducing high levels of guanine to 

adenine nucleotide substitutions (termed hypermutation) during HIV-1 viral replication. 

These nucleotide substitutions occur at different rates and locations across the HIV-1 

genome and are thought to be particularly more frequent in the pol region. The virus has 

evolved ways to counteract these host factors by inducing degradation of APOBEC3G/F 

proteins through protein interactions with HIV-1 Vif. The aim of this thesis is to 

characterize and investigate the role of APOBEC3G/F-mediated hypermutation in the 

HIV-1 genome. 

We identified a subset of women from the Pumwani Commercial Sex Worker 

(CSW) cohort with significantly higher rates of hypermutated proviruses in pol. This 

degree of hypermutation correlated to less severe HIV disease progression as measured 

by CD4
+
 T cell count. This was in agreement with previous studies that evidence of 

APOBEC-mediated hypermutation correlate with reduced disease progression, 

confirming APOBEC3G/F proteins role in HIV-1 disease. 

Furthermore, we investigated the in vitro and ex vivo interaction between HIV-1 

Vif and APOBEC3G from subjects infected with hypermutated and non-hypermutated 

proviruses. In vitro studies indicated that HIV-1 Vif protein expression in subjects with 

hypermutated proviruses were quite divergent and levels of APOBEC3G also differed 

between subjects. Ex vivo studies in subjects with hypermutated proviruses indicated that 

endogenous APOBEC3G expression was greater than in subjects with hypermutated 

proviruses. Both studies suggest that host and viral factors such as APOBEC3G and HIV-
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1 Vif are playing an influential role in HIV-1 pathogenesis. Further investigations into 

these interactions may lead to novel strategies into the development of therapeutic drugs 

for the fight against HIV-1. 
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1.0 Introduction  

1.1 Global impact of HIV-1/AIDS epidemic 

Significant progress has been made over the last several years in the treatment and 

understanding of the infection and pathogenesis of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 

type 1 (HIV-1), the causative agent of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). 

The virus currently affects the lives of an estimated 33.4 million individuals worldwide, 

as stated by the 2010 Joint United Nations Programmes on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) (192). 

Sixty million people have been infected since the beginning of the epidemic (108), and 

approximately 25-28 million deaths are due to HIV related-causes (183, 192). The region 

of the world most affected by this epidemic has been sub-Saharan Africa; in 2009 this is 

where 71% of all new HIV infections were found (Figure 1) (3, 30, 108, 153, 192).  

 

1.1.1  Progression to AIDS  

During acute HIV-1 infection, a significant drop in cluster of differentiation 4 

(CD4)
+
 T cell counts is prominent, followed by an incomplete rebound in CD4

+
 T cell 

numbers leading to the latency period, where homeostasis is reached. Gradually, CD4
+
 T 

cell numbers decline over several years until CD4
+
 T cell depletion reaches a critical 

threshold of  two hundred cells per millilitre (mL); this is considered the onset of AIDS 

(63, 144, 168, 177). The host immune response is so severely compromised that a large 

variety of opportunistic infections may arise. HIV-1 associated opportunistic infections 

such as pneumonia, caused by the fungus Pneumocystis jirovecii, Kaposi’s sarcoma, and 

cytomegalovirus encephalitis are hallmarks of progression to AIDS (21, 175, 198). 
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Figure 1: A global view of HIV infection in 2009 (192). The geographic areas with the 

highest infection rates of HIV are shown in darker shades of red; the geographic areas 

with the lowest infection rates of HIV are represented by lighter shades of red. The most 

affected region with the highest HIV infection rates is sub-Saharan Africa. Figure 

reproduced with permission from the UNAIDS report on the global AIDS epidemic 2010. 

Permission obtained March 28, 2011. 
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1.1.2 The urgency for a vaccine  

The two main approaches utilized thus far towards development of a HIV vaccine 

include the development of antibody responses targeting HIV-1, viral envelope proteins 

and inducing the host CD4
+
 and CD8

 + 
T cells to elicit strong immune responses (132). 

Unfortunately, no effective or approved preventative vaccine yet exists (197). There have 

been several unsuccessful clinical trials for vaccines such as the STEP trial by Merck, 

(15, 125, 132, 193), but none have provided protection until recently (the Thai RV144 

Phase III trial showed a moderate 30% reduction in infections) (193).  

Targeting HIV-1 remains problematic as there are several biological obstacles in 

developing a protective vaccine. These include: viral escape from host immune responses, 

the persistent infection of a cell due to HIV-1 incorporation into the host cell’s genome, 

the lack of suitable animal models, the infection by HIV-1 of the very immune cells and 

exploitation of the immune activation pathways required for successful vaccination for its 

own replication, and most importantly the profound genetic variability of HIV-1 (66, 

183). With up to 30% amino acid sequence differences between HIV-1 subtypes, an 

effective vaccine must be broadly active to prevent emergence of resistant viruses (66, 

183). 

The creation of a protective HIV vaccine is difficult as there are several variables 

that must be considered. However, alternative approaches to preventative strategies and 

therapeutics in controlling HIV infection are a necessary and complimentary approach of 

HIV. 
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1.2 Routes of HIV-1 transmission 

Despite the initial misconception that HIV-1 transmission occurs mainly through 

homosexual contact, it is now well established that HIV-1 infection is primarily spread 

heterosexually through mucosal cell surfaces in the urogenital tract (76, 101, 138). 

Mother-to-child HIV-1 transmission can also occur in utero, during labour and delivery or 

through breastfeeding, which is the number one cause of HIV-1 acquisition by children 

(14, 38, 99). Sharing needles among intravenous drug users is another main route of HIV-

1 transmission, as those individuals comprise an estimated 3 million people living with 

HIV-1 (192). The sexual transmission efficiency of HIV-1 is significantly influenced by 

bacterial, viral and sexually transmitted infections that are present at the time of the 

exposure (28, 73, 74, 139, 141); other transmission factors also include the concentration 

of the virus (viral load) and also the viral subtype one is exposed to (29, 30). It is 

important to note that the concentration of the virus in bodily fluids (blood, saliva, semen, 

vaginal fluid) and at what clinical stage of HIV-1 infection an infected individual is at can 

affect HIV-1 transmissibility (152). 

 

1.2.1 HIV-1 pathogenesis 

The mechanisms underlying HIV-1 pathogenesis are complex as they involve a 

combination of host and viral factors (71). Age, genetics, co-infection with another virus 

or microbe, and viral virulence will influence the pathogenesis of HIV-1. These factors 

determine the rate and severity of disease progression in an infected individual (13, 31, 

36, 136). HIV-1 targets and generally replicates in a number of cell types such as  
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monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, and the most important reservoir, CD4
+
 T cells 

(169, 184). All these cell types express a common receptor, CD4, which make them 

susceptible to HIV-1 infection. The infection and eventual destruction of these cell types 

leads to CD4
+
 T cell depletion; the cause of HIV pathogenesis by weakening the host’s 

immune system and essentially leaving the host unable to fight off infections caused by 

other pathogens.  

 

1.2.2 Clinical stages of HIV-1 infection 

The clinical stages of HIV-1 infection in individuals not on anti-HIV therapy can 

be split into three distinct phases: the acute phase, the clinically latent or asymptomatic 

phase, and eventual progression to AIDS (Figure 2) (129, 147, 158). The acute phase 

follows initial infection with HIV-1 and is characterized by a rapid depletion of CD4
+
 T 

cells, large amounts of virus production and induction of anti-HIV CD8
+
 and antibody 

responses (71, 129). It is thought that the cell-mediated immune response effectively 

reduces and controls viral load initiating the clinical latency phase (81, 134, 190). No 

symptoms are apparent in this clinically-latent phase of viral suppression which is 

characterized by a relatively low viral load and gradual slow depletion of CD4
+
 T cell 

count can last for a period of months to years (3, 129, 166). When CD4
+
 T cell counts 

drop below a critical point of 200 CD4
+
 T cells/mL of blood as opposed to the normal 

count of about 1000 CD4
+
 T cells/mL of blood, clinical AIDS is diagnosed (131, 166). 

Individuals with AIDS are unable to mount an effective immune response and are 

vulnerable to opportunistic infections and malignancies. Along with the decrease in CD4
+
 

T cells in the blood and susceptibility to a variety of fatal opportunistic infections, AIDS 
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Figure 2: Process of HIV-1 disease progression in the absence of antiretroviral therapy 

over several weeks to years (129). The course of HIV-1 infection occurs in three clinical 

phases (acute, clinical (asymptomatic), and AIDS phase). The primary infection of HIV-1 

viral load is lowest in the first few weeks of infection (point A) and viral load rapidly 

increases to its highest at 6 weeks (point B). A decrease in viral load occurs and is 

maintained over several years (point C, D). Viral load gradually increases after several 

years when constitutional symptoms and opportunistic diseases arise (point E). CD4 T-

lymphocyte counts are high before primary infection of HIV-1 and rapidly decrease in the 

acute phase, rebound partly when the viral load is controlled. Essentially over several 

weeks to years CD4 T-lymphocytes decrease slowly in the asymptomatic phase where it 

leads to levels below 200 cells/mm
3 

(considered to be the onset of AIDS) as viral loads 

progressively increase. Figure reproduced with permission from Sara Teitelman from the 

Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation on January 13, 2011. 
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is characterized by other factors such as antigen presentation dysregulation, decrease in 

HIV-1 specific CD8
+
 CTL responses, decrease in HIV-1 specific antibodies concurrent 

with generalized hypergammaglobulinemia, and sharp increase in viral load (4, 43, 111) 

 

1.2.3 Treatment 

HIV drug therapies have extended the quality of life and life expectancy of those 

infected with HIV. This is due to the evolution of HIV treatment and therapy options 

available today (27, 116, 138). Currently, there are twenty-five approved antiretroviral 

drugs on the market for the treatment of HIV/AIDS patients (41, 42). The use of highly 

active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) in developed countries has had an enormous 

impact on AIDS patients and it is the method of choice to treat HIV-1 infected 

individuals. Presently in developing countries, HAART treatment is uneconomical to 

large-scale implementation because of the costs and the difficulties associated with 

administering treatment (108). However, external agencies such as the United States 

President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) and UNAIDS have helped 

millions of individuals on HAART worldwide (150, 192). There are other treatment 

options available, such as gene therapies, that are being explored for the treatment of 

HIV-1 infected individuals, however their use is prohibited due to their toxicity (163, 

182).  

There are four major groups of antiretroviral drugs that target and/or halt different 

parts of the HIV-1 replication cycle: non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors 

(NNRTIs), nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), protease 

inhibitors (PIs), and fusion inhibitors (41, 116). NRTIs and NNRTIs, work by inhibiting 
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the action of reverse transcriptase (RT) and therefore prevent the formation of proviral 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) (37, 40, 41). The first NRTI to be licensed in the United 

States for the treatment of AIDS was Zidovudine (AZT) (37, 42).  NNRTIs, unlike 

NRTIs, directly inhibit RT by binding in a reversible and non-competitive manner to the 

enzyme RT (37, 40, 100). Of the twenty-five drugs available, there are currently ten drugs 

classified under PIs which work by inhibiting the action of protease (PR), an enzyme 

utilized by HIV-1 to replicate (41). Enfuviritide, a fusion inhibitor, is the only available 

drug in this class that interacts with HIV-1 in a specific manner by coiling with the heptad 

region (HR) region of the viral glycoprotein, gp41 (41). 

HAART involves a combination (two or more) of NRTIs as well as PIs that act 

synergistically to decrease the viral load which determines the effectiveness of the 

treatment (42). Depending on the severity of infection, there are three types of 

combination regimes an infected individual can be treated with: PI with 2 NRTIs,  

NNRTI with 2 NRTIs, and 3 NRTIs (210). HAART combination regimes reduce viral 

load and usually lead to a gradual increase of CD4
+
 T cell counts in patients and in few 

cases CD4
+
 T cells counts are restored back to normal levels (210). HAART has 

increased the quality of life by minimizing the occurrence of opportunistic infections and 

it has dramatically affected the short-term mortality of HIV-1 infected individuals by 

reducing the levels of circulating virus (138, 144, 183).  

However, the development of new anti-HIV treatments is necessary as many 

individuals experience side effects to current treatments and increasing rates of viral 

resistance. Furthermore, anti-HIV drugs are expensive to produce and deliver. Therefore 

it's important to develop new and more cost-efficient treatment options. Further 
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understanding of natural factors capable inhibiting HIV replication would aid in these 

efforts. 

  

1.3 HIV virus 

HIV is an enveloped virus encapsulating two copies of single-stranded (ss) 

positive ribonucleic acid (RNA). It is estimated to be one hundred nanometer (nm) in 

diameter, originates from the genus Lentivirus, and belongs to the family Retroviridae. 

Other members of this family include: simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), equine 

infectious anemia virus, feline leukemia virus, and human T-lymphotropic virus (20, 58). 

The Retroviridae family is unique in that no other family of viruses are able to reverse-

transcribe its genome from RNA to a DNA intermediate (using a reverse transcriptase 

enzyme) for replication; whereas other RNA viruses (double-stranded (ds), ss positive 

sense, ss-negative sense) transcribe their genome via a RNA intermediate (using a RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase) in the cytoplasm of the infected cell.  

 

1.3.1 HIV classification 

There are two types of HIV, HIV-1 and HIV-2 (30, 86), which have arisen from 

zoonotic transmission from two different ancestral strains of SIV (65, 171). The 

predominant virus circulating worldwide is HIV-1 while HIV-2, which appears to be less 

transmissible and less pathogenic, is concentrated primarily in West Africa. Based on 

phylogenetic analysis, different HIV-1 isolates can be further divided into four groups: 

Major (M), Outlier (O), Non-M and Non-O (N), and P group (148, 154). On a global 

scale, M group is responsible for the majority of HIV-1 infections while the O- and N- 
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group are less frequently observed (183). Isolates belonging to the M group are further 

subdivided into several subtypes based on further phylogenetic analysis of their 

sequences: A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, and circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) (30, 126, 

183). Subtypes and CRFs are found based on geographical locations where subtype C is 

the most highly distributed worldwide, while subtype B is the most prevalent in the 

Western world (7, 44, 89). The overall genomic organization of HIV-1 subtypes is 

similar, but sequence diversity can range between 5-35% in different genes between 

subtypes (89, 103). The emergence of HIV-1 subtypes and their biological relevance is of 

considerable interest as many groups around the world are conducting studies on subtype 

diversification to determine if a relationship to disease progression exists (7, 10, 49, 103, 

104, 109). However, correlation between specific subtypes and HIV-1 disease 

progression is controversial as some groups have not found any associations (62, 86). 

 

1.3.2 HIV-1 structure and genome 

The HIV-1 viral genome is a dimer of linear, positive-sense, ss RNA. Each RNA 

molecule is 9.2 kb in length and encodes nine genes which include three structural 

proteins: group specific antigen (gag), polymerase (pol), and envelope (env) as well as 

non-structural proteins (52, 174, 202). The non-structural proteins can be further 

subdivided into regulatory proteins: trans-activator of transcription (tat), differential 

regulator of expression (rev) and accessory proteins: viral infectivity factor (vif), negative 

regulator factor (nef), virus protein U (vpu), and viral protein R (vpr) (45, 167, 202). 

There are long-terminal repeats (LTR) common to all retroviruses located at each 

end of the RNA molecule. The HIV-1 genome is flanked by a LTR at the 5' and 3' 
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location, essentially lengthening the genome in size to 9.7 kb. The 5' and 3' are essential 

for the virus to successfully integrate into the host genome (135, 213). The expression of 

integrated HIV-1 DNA is strongly regulated by sequences in the transcriptional control 

region of the viral LTR (containing the promoter of HIV-1, the transcriptional start site, 

and enhancer regions) and this is recognized by the host cell transcriptional machinery 

(163).  

The RNA molecules are surrounded by capsid proteins: p17 (matrix), p24 

(capsid), p7 (nucleocapsid), and p6 proteins (48, 56, 59). These proteins are encoded by 

the 55 kilodalton (kDa) gag precursor, which will be described in a later section. 

Integrase (IN), PR, and RT are tightly bound to the RNA molecules within the capsid. 

The structure of HIV-1 and the viral genome (along with their transcription and 

translational processes of genes) are represented in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. 

 

1.3.3 Organization of the untranslated signaling regions of the HIV-1 RNA genome 

The viral genome is transcribed by normal host transcriptional machinery and it 

has many features of normal messenger RNA (mRNA). The RNA is capped at the 5' end, 

using a common methylguanosine cap and it has a string of two hundred nucleotide long 

polyadenylation (Poly (A)) sequences located at the 3' end (163). The implication of the 

HIV-1 RNA genome being very similar to host mRNA means the viral genome easily 

transcribes into the host genomic material. 

There are several other key sequences present in the LTR of the HIV-1 genome 

such as the short sequence which is required for viral replication and integration. This 

short sequence consists of a repeated (R) region that is located at the 5' end of the RNA  
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Figure 3: Schematic of HIV-1 structure, highlighting the important structural features 

associated with the virus: IN (integrase), RT (reverse transcriptase), PR (protease), RNA 

(genetic material), p24 (capsid protein), p7 (nucleocapsid protein), p17 (matrix), gp120 

and gp41 (envelope proteins) and lipid bilayer. Figure is not drawn to scale. 
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Figure 4: Genomic organization of HIV-1 and the processes of transcription and 

translation of HIV-1 genes. Figure is not drawn to scale.  
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after the 5' methylguanosine cap and at the 3' end of the RNA before the 3' Poly (A) tail. 

Upstream of the R region lies the unique 3' sequence (U3) which binds the majority of 

transcription factors such as nuclear factor kappa B and plays a central role in the activity 

of the LTR and viral expression (113). Downstream of the R region is another sequence 

known as the unique 5' sequence (U5), which includes one of the attachment (att) sites 

required for proviral integration (120). The order of the U3, R, and U5 sequences in the 

HIV-1 genome comprises the LTR (113).  

Following the U5 sequence is the primer binding site (pbs), an eighteen nucleotide 

sequence, at which a host transfer RNA (tRNA) is hybridized to the genome and this is 

the site of initiation of minus-strand DNA synthesis (discussed in section 1.3.10). The 

region downstream from the pbs often contains the major signals for the encapsidation of 

the viral RNA into the virion particle in sequences called the packaging element (psi). 

The region also often contains a major splice donor site for the formation of subgenomic 

mRNAs. There are two short purine rich sequences located near the 3' end of the RNA 

genome, the polypurine tracts (PPT), which play a vital role in reverse transcription (189). 

These purine sequences, cPPT and 3' PPT, are located within the integrase gene and the 

upstream of the 3' LTR, respectively (189).  The bulk of the RNA sequences that lies 

between the pbs and 3' PPT are coding regions for the viral proteins. Figure 5 illustrates 

these important sequences. 
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Figure 5: Important sequences required for HIV-1 replication. Each RNA molecule 

consists of a 5' cap at the beginning of the RNA molecule and has a sequence of poly (A) 

tails located at the 3' end of the RNA molecule. Each long terminal repeat (LTR) flanking 

the 5' and 3' viral genome is comprised of U3, R, and U5 sequences required for 

replication and integration into a host’s genome. The packaging element (psi) is required 

for viral encapsidation. The primer binding site (pbs), central polypurine tract (cPPT), and 

3' polypurine tracts (3' PPT) are sites important for the initiation of minus-strand DNA 

synthesis and plus-strand DNA synthesis, respectively. 
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1.3.4 HIV-1 Gag 

The HIV-1 Gag proteins are necessary for a fully functional infectious virion (56, 

72). The gag precursor encodes four Gag proteins (p17, p24, p7, and p6) which have 

numerous roles in the viral lifecycle (involved in virion assembly and maturation) and it 

is involved in the early post-entry steps in virus replication (56). The first protein, p17, is  

known as the matrix protein is involved in several stages during both the early and late 

stages of the viral replication cycle (52) as well as playing a structural role in anchoring 

the envelope proteins of HIV-1. The second capsid protein, p24, is involved in the 

formation of the capsid for HIV-1. Thirdly the nucleocapsid protein, p9, functions to bind 

to HIV-1 RNA and holds it in place in the virus core. Lastly, p6 assists the viral accessory 

protein, Vpu, in incorporation of newly made virions. 

 

1.3.5 HIV-1 Pol 

The pol gene is the most conserved region of HIV-1 that encodes three viral 

enzymes: protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT) (embedded with ribonuclease H 

(RNaseH)), and integrase (IN) (89, 174). PR is involved in proteolytic processing of the 

viral genome and cleaves the precursor viral polyprotein into smaller mature viral 

proteins. The viral enzyme, RT, is a RNA-dependent DNA polymerase that plays an 

important role in replicating the viral genome by reverse transcribing the viral ss RNA to 

ds proviral DNA (41). The process that RT plays in transcribing the viral RNA into DNA 

will be discussed in a later section. The function of the 32 kDa IN protein is to 

incorporate or "integrate" the proviral DNA into the host cell genetic material (57). 

During integration several nucleotides are removed from both 3' ends of the viral linear 
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DNA to generate a ds viral DNA molecule with 3' recessed ends (57). Staggered cuts are 

made in the host DNA by IN where the 3' recessed ends of viral ds DNA are joined 

together known as strand transfer (57). The process is completed when the host cellular 

enzymes repair the gaps between the host and viral genomes. 

 

1.3.6 HIV-1 Env  

The env gene encodes the viral envelope glycoproteins, gp120 and gp41, which 

are cleaved from the precursor protein gp160 (7, 24, 174). The gp41 protein is a 

membrane spanning protein that plays an important role in initiating the fusion between 

the host and cellular membranes, while the gp120 protein acts as a receptor binding 

molecule that is anchored by gp41 (refer to Figure 3) (50, 207). Gp120 and gp41 interact 

together non-covalently to form the HIV-1 envelope trimeric spike (each made up of 

three molecules of gp120 and gp41) used for entry into target cells. Both proteins are the 

targets of humoral immune response, especially gp120, and therefore gp120 is the most 

variable HIV protein (22, 156). The viral envelope proteins are essential for HIV-1 entry 

into host cells and play an important role in the type of cell HIV infects (called HIV 

tropism) based on the host cell receptor (50, 80, 82, 207).  

 

1.3.7 HIV-1 accessory/regulatory proteins 

The HIV-1 accessory proteins (Vpu, Nef, Vpr, and Vif) are known to play an 

important role in HIV-1 pathogenesis (6, 67) and each protein has a multifunctional role 

in HIV-1 infection (52, 53, 137). Vpu encodes a small transmembrane protein that 

enhances the release of infectious progeny virions from infected cells and includes the 
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downregulation of MHC I and CD4 receptors (47, 194). The most well known function of 

Nef is the downregulation of CD4 receptors (67) via binding of the cytoplasmic tail (53, 

67, 159). This process is important as it allows the release of new virus particles (115) . 

Other functions of Nef (not well understood) include class I MHCI downregulation, 

enhanced viral infectivity, and p21 activated protein kinase (PAK2) activation (53, 67, 

159). Functions mediated by Vpr include LTR transactivation, nuclear import of the 

preintegration complex, and regulating apoptosis (6). The induction of cell cycle (G2 

phase) arrest is mediated by the function of Vpr (6, 46).The function and role of HIV-1 

Vif protein will be discussed in greater detail in Section 1.3.8 and subsequent chapters of 

this thesis. 

The regulatory proteins, Tat and Rev, are viral regulatory factors required for 

HIV-1 gene expression (187). Rev plays an important role by binding to the Rev 

Responsive Element (RRE) located in HIV-1 env. It is responsible for producing viral 

structural protein by exporting genomic, unspliced, and partially spliced RNA from the 

nucleus (35, 176, 179).  Tat is a small RNA protein responsible for HIV-1 transcription 

(160, 180) and like the accessory proteins, it is a multifunctional protein (164). Other 

roles of Tat include: modulating upregulation and downregulation expression of cellular 

genes (cytokines), ability to upregulate non-HIV viruses, immune suppression, and 

apoptosis (164).  

 

1.3.8 HIV-1 Vif 

HIV-1 Vif is encoded by all lentiviruses expect for equine infectious  anemia virus 

(20). It was first characterized in 1986 as a small one hundred ninety-two residue 
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cytoplasmic protein, with a molecular weight of 23 kDa (17, 20, 133, 188, 215). The C-

terminal end of Vif consists of highly conserved cysteine residues located in three regions 

(position 114, 133, and the S
144

LQXLA motif) (17) which are critical for viral infectivity 

and replication in vivo (61, 70, 188, 215). One critical function of HIV-1 Vif protein, in 

vivo, is that it increases the virus infectivity during the late stages of infection by ten-to-

one thousand fold (61, 70, 188). Early studies showed that mutant HIV-1 virions lacking 

the vif gene or having deleterious mutations in the vif gene (∆ Vif) were approximately 

one thousand times less infectious than wild-type (wt) virions (61, 92, 188). It is known 

that ∆ Vif could only replicate in certain cell types known as permissive cells (293 T, 

HeLa, SupT1, Jurkat) (20, 215). These cells support the replication of Vif-defective HIV-

1 virions but several other non-permissive cell types have been identified that cannot 

support the replication of Vif-defective HIV-1 (certain CD4
+
 T cell lines, peripheral 

blood lymphocytes, macrophages, and H9 T cells) (17, 20, 215).  

Over the last few years, HIV-1 researchers have been focussing attention on the 

Vif protein due to one of the most important function it serves - the ability to evade 

powerful antiviral activities of innate host molecules, apolipoprotein B mRNA editing 

enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like 3 (APOBEC3). The Vif protein has sequences located 

at the amino terminal and the carboxyl terminal domain that play important roles in 

inhibiting APOBEC3 degradation (17). The Vif protein induces degradation of 

APOBEC3 proteins by trafficking APOBEC3 proteins into the cellular ubiquitin-

proteasome pathway. Vif acts as a physiological barrier where it prevents APOBEC3 

molecules from being incorporated in newly budding virions (78, 178, 217, 218). The 

mechanisms and interactions of Vif and APOBEC3 proteins will be discussed in detail in 
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a later section of this thesis.  

 

1.3.9 HIV-1 entry and reverse transcription 

 HIV-1 replicates through an extraordinary, complex, and unique lifecycle 

differentiating it from non-retroviruses. Each virion has two copies of genomic RNA, but 

upon entry into the host cell, this RNA is reverse transcribed into DNA that is then 

integrated into the host chromosomal DNA. The integrated form of the viral DNA, a 

provirus, serves as a template for the formation of viral RNAs and proteins that assemble 

progeny virions. These features of the lifecycle, especially the reverse flow of genetic 

information from RNA to DNA, and the integration of the DNA are the defining 

hallmarks of retroviruses. 

 HIV-1 entry into host cells occurs by first initiating receptor binding and 

membrane fusion to the plasma membrane of target cells. Binding occurs by envelope 

glycoproteins, gp120, present on the surface of the virus that binds to specific cells that 

have CD4 receptors on the cells surface. Binding of gp120/CD4 results in conformational 

changes to gp120 that allows gp120 to bind to chemokine co-receptors, CCR5 or CXCR4 

(34, 207). Interactions with gp120 and chemokine receptors alter the transmembrane 

glycoprotein of HIV-1, gp41, which initiates the process of membrane fusion between the 

virus and host cell (124). This results in internalization of the viral core into the host 

cytoplasm of the infected cell where reverse transcription begins. This is a complex 

process that involves transcription of the RNA genome to ds linear DNA. This takes place 

in a large complex known as the revere transcription complex (RTC) that roughly 

resembles the viral core and contains the following Gag and Pol proteins: Matrix (MA), 
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Nucleoprotein (NC), RT, and IN (16, 57). Following the release of viral nucleic acids 

(consisting of capsid and core proteins) from the viral core, a process of uncoating occurs 

which is still not completely understood (16, 57). Next, viral linear DNA is integrated to 

form the provirus. Then, transcription of the provirus to form viral RNAs is followed by 

splicing and nuclear export of the RNA. RNA is then translated to form precursor 

proteins which are assembled to the virion and packaging of the viral RNA genome, 

budding and release of the virions, and proteolytic processing of the precursors and 

maturation of the virions, where the virus uses host machinery to make newly virion 

particles. 

 After the formation of ds DNA, the proviral genome must enter the nucleus for 

incorporation into the host genome and entry occurs through a preintegration complex 

(PIC) (57, 216). The PIC involves a nucleoprotein complex made entirely of a mixture of 

viral DNA, host, and viral proteins (Vpr, MA, RT, IN) (8). Once in the nucleus, genomic 

replication can begin. 

  

1.3.10 HIV-1 genome replication  

 The process of HIV-1 replication involves a combination of host cellular and viral 

molecules resulting in a ds viral genome capable of permanently integrating into the host 

genome. Each step of replication will be discussed below (Figure 6). 

The process of reverse transcription is initiated from a paired 3' OH host cellular 

primer tRNA, tRNA
Lys

, that anneals to a complementary sequence on the viral RNA 

genome, the pbs (110, 189). DNA is first synthesized from the pbs primer, using the plus-

strand RNA genome as a template, and moves toward the 5' end of the RNA to form  
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Figure 6: Highlights of HIV-1 reverse transcription in the process of strand synthesis 

(57). Several steps are involved in reverse transcription of the HIV-1 genome. The 

important features highlighted are the primer binding site (pbs) which is required for 

initiating reverse transcription in the 5' to 3' direction, RNaseH activity is required to 

degrade RNA from the RNA:DNA hybrid, purine rich sequences resistant to RNaseH 

(cPPT and 3' PPT ).Thin black lines are indicated as RNA whereas thick lines are DNA. 

Figure reproduced with permission from Dr. Eric O. Freed from the National Drug 

Resistance Program and National Cancer Institute in Frederick, MD. Permission obtained 

January 17, 2010. 
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minus-strand DNA sequences (90, 189). A RNA: DNA hybrid is formed where the 

primer remains attached to its 5' end and most of the RNA is degraded by the RNase H 

activity of RT. This exposes the ss DNA before it enters the plus-strand DNA synthesis 

(23, 57). 

Two short purine rich sequences near the 3' end of the genome, the cPPT and 3' 

PPT, are relatively resistant to the activity of RNase H and serve as the primers for 

synthesis of the plus-strand DNA (23). The oligonucleotides that remain hybridized to the 

minus-strand DNA serve as the primers for synthesis of the plus-strand DNA, using the 

minus strand DNA as template (23, 189). Once the primers have served to initiate DNA 

synthesis, they are quickly removed from the DNA by RNase H (57). Synthesis proceeds 

toward the 5' end of the minus strand, first copying the U3, R, and U5 sequences, and 

then extending to copy a portion of the primer tRNA still present at its 5' end. Elongation 

stops and removal of primer tRNA at the 5' end of the minus-strand DNA occurs by 

RNase H.  

The removal of the tRNA exposes the 3' end of the plus strand DNA to pair with 

the 3' end of the minus-strand DNA. The sequences anneal via the shared pbs sequences 

and forms a circular intermediate where both strands are elongated. The final extension of 

the minus-strand DNA is coupled to displacement of the plus-strand strong-stop DNA 

from the 5' end of the minus strand; as minus-strand elongation occurs; the plus strand 

strong stop is peeled away and transferred to the 3' end of the minus strand. At the end of 

this elongation, the circle is opened up into a linear DNA. The plus strands are all 

extended and displacement synthesis may occur to remove short DNAs and make longer 

plus-strand DNAs. Essentially, now the genome is a ds DNA molecule where it integrates 
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into the host genome and this is called a proviral intermediate.  

 

1.3.11 Viral diversity in HIV-1 

 HIV-1 constantly develops viral mutations due to an error-prone mechanism 

induced when the virus replicates its viral genome. This results in high mutation rates (39, 

119, 129). This cloud of viral diversity results in HIV-1 viral quasispecies, both within an 

individual but also at the population level (119). The replication error frequency within a 

host is 3.4 x 10
-5 

mutation sites
-1

 generation
-1

 and the production rate of the virus in vivo 

exceeds 10
10

 virions per day (122). This results in large numbers of unproductive virus, 

but also contributes to rapid evolution in viral fitness, immune evasion, and drug 

resistance. This of course makes vaccine and HIV drug development very difficult to 

achieve.  

 

1.4 HIV-1 host restriction factors  

Several innate host factors have recently been identified that contribute to reduce 

HIV-1 disease progression and these host factors play an important role in fighting HIV-

1. Some such as bone marrow stromal antigen 2 (BST-2) and tripartite motif 5-alpha 

(Trim5-α) are potent inhibitors that are constitutively expressed on B cells, dendritic cells, 

and activated T cells (114, 137, 194). BST-2 is involved in counteracting the function of 

HIV-1 Vpu by inhibiting mature virion release of HIV-1 through tethering the virions to 

the host cell surface (47, 114, 137, 194). As for Trim5-α, it is a restriction factor that 

localizes in clusters in the cellular cytoplasm (18). It plays an important role in species-

specificity by restricting HIV-1 by interfering with the post-entry steps involved in capsid 
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disassembly (18, 69, 79, 102, 137). Over several years, considerable attention has been 

made to a special group of host restriction factors known as the human family of 

APOBEC cytidine deaminases (20, 64, 189). 

 

1.4.1 AID / APOBEC family 

Members of the activation-induced deaminase (AID)/APOBEC family are a group 

of cytoplasmic proteins which exhibit diverse physiological functions and act by 

deaminating cytidine (C) to uracil (U) in RNA and/or DNA (51, 93, 151, 189, 195). The 

AID/APOBEC family consists of: AID, APOBEC1, APOBEC2, APOBEC3, and 

APOBEC4 subgroups, which are encoded on different chromosomes in humans. AID and 

APOBEC1 are located in close proximity to each other and are located on chromosome 

twelve, while the others are encoded on different chromosomes. Each AID/APOBEC 

family member has different specific functions. For instance, AID is involved in antibody 

diversification (somatic hypermutation, gene conversion, and class-switch recombination) 

by deaminating cytosine residues in the DNA of the immunoglobulin locus while 

APOBEC1, the first member to be discovered in this family, is highly expressed in the 

tissues of the small intestine (25, 32, 33, 78, 142) and is responsible for editing the 

mRNA for a lipid transport protein, apolipoprotein B. APOBEC1 induces deamination at 

position C6666 (coding for glutamine) to a stop codon, essentially creating a shorter 

version of apolipoprotein B protein (25, 32, 204). This editing allows the transportation of 

triglycerides from the small intestine to the tissues (25, 32). APOBEC2, located on 

chromosome six, is highly expressed in muscle tissue (32, 142) and has an unknown 

function (51). APOBEC3 is composed of seven related genes found in a cluster on 
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chromosome twenty-two and it was thought to result from gene duplication (17, 142). 

They include: APOBEC3A, APOBEC3B, APOBEC3C, APOBEC3DE, APOBEC3F, 

APOBEC3G, and APOBEC3H. Members of the APOBEC3 cluster encode proteins that 

are structurally and functionally related to the C to U RNA-editing cytidine deaminase 

APOBEC1 (133). It has been well documented that the APOBEC3 proteins have potent 

anti-viral properties against a wide range of human and animal viruses such as: HIV, 

hepatitis B virus, human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1),  mouse mammary tumor 

virus, adeno-associated virus, and various endogenous retroviruses (12, 32, 51, 85, 127, 

185). APOBEC3 proteins are also known to inhibit a variety of endogenous retroelements 

(32, 51, 142). APOBEC4, primarily found in the testes, is located on chromosome one 

(142) and like APOBEC2 has an unknown function (32).  

All members in the APOBEC family share a conserved cytidine deamination 

motif, His-x-Glu-x23-28-Pro-Cys-x2-4Cys, (where “x” denotes any amino acid) and either 

have one or two zinc binding domains within the active site that is involved in cytidine 

deamination (17, 85, 93, 142, 146, 157, 189). The mechanism of APOBEC-dependent 

cytosine deamination occurs when a zinc ion interacts with the histidine and two cysteine 

residues along with a glutamic acid residue (32, 78, 85). A sequence of protonations and 

bond cleavages between the active site and cytosine occur when a water molecule reacts 

with a zinc ion and glutamate producing a hydroxide ion resulting in the release of the 

amino group from the cytosine (78, 85). APOBEC1, AID, APOBEC2, APOBEC3A, 

APOBEC3C, APOBEC3H, APOBEC4 all contain a single deaminase domain whereas 

APOBEC3B, APOBEC3DE, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3G contain two deaminase 

domains in their active sites (17, 78).  
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1.4.2 APOBEC3G/F in HIV-1 infection 

The two best studied APOBEC3 proteins, APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F, are 

present in cells non-permissive for HIV-1 infection and are involved in counteracting the 

increased replicative ability caused by HIV-1 Vif (133). APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F 

have a 50% amino acid sequence identity (12). APOBEC3G demonstrates the strongest 

anti-viral activity in HIV-1, whereas APOBEC3F has a weaker anti-viral activity (75, 

203, 212). During packaging of new virion particles (in the absence of Vif), these cellular 

defence molecules are "hijacked" into budding viruses by binding to Gag proteins and 

viral RNAs (2, 17, 19, 127) and carry out their deamination functions when the newly 

made virus infects a new target cell (Figure 7). In the absence of Vif, APOBEC3G binds 

to the nucleocapsid NC protein of Gag and incorporates itself into the virion in close 

proximity to the reverse transcription complex (70).  APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F 

catalyze cytosine deamination during the process of minus-strand DNA synthesis (133). 

Essentially, one of two processes occurs where either viral DNA is degraded or lethal 

proviral hypermutation occurs (not always) due to altering the amino acid sequences at 

the HIV-1 proviral genome (12, 133, 196). The C-terminal domain of these APOBEC 

proteins targets C to U substitutions in the minus strand DNA of HIV-1. This creates an 

inordinate number of G to A transitions resulting in several stop codons in the reverse 

transcript, often leading to the production of incompetent viruses and at times abolishing 

production of viral progeny (78, 118, 165). 
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Figure 7: Molecular mechanisms of APOBEC proteins and Vif can influence the 

retroviral lifecycle (78). In the producer cell, APOBEC proteins can be ubiquitinated and 

degraded in the proteasome by HIV-1 Vif or APOBEC proteins can be packaged into new 

virions. APOBEC proteins that are successfully packaged into new virions can induce G 

to A proviral hypermutation in the target cell. Figure reproduced with permission from 

Dr. Reuben Harris. Permission obtained January 9, 2011.  
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Other mechanisms of anti-HIV activity by APOBEC3G/F proteins were first 

discovered by conducting site-directed mutagenesis as well as deletion studies of the 

APOBEC catalytic site. It was found that APOBEC proteins are able to undergo a process 

known as deaminase-independent restriction (84, 88, 92, 140, 173, 181, 186). This 

process was first described in HTLV-1 studies where HTLV-1 infection was inhibited by 

a method other than cytidine deaminase activity (173). Although some studies propose 

APOBEC inhibition of HIV-1 in an independent manner free from G to A hypermutation, 

this mechanism is unclear and controversial as some studies suggest that cytidine 

deaminase activity is a necessary function (130, 173). This deaminase-independent 

restriction is thought to involve APOBEC binding to viral RNA and hence, preventing the 

activity of RT to elongate the viral RNA to DNA (6, 206). Also, it has been shown that 

the dose dependent action of deaminase-independent restriction relies on the high 

expression of APOBEC3 proteins (6, 206).  

 

1.4.3 Mechanism of HIV-1 Vif inhibition of APOBEC3G/F  

Vif recruits the host E3 ubiquitin ligase complex which is composed of cellular 

proteins (elongin B, elongin C, cullin 5, and RING-box 2) that are essential for the 

induction of APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F polyubiquitination and proteasomal 

degradation (11, 127, 133, 178) (Figure 8). The process by which Vif binds the E3 

ubiquitin ligase complex involves three critical sequences at the C terminal region of the 

Vif protein. The BC box of vif (positions 144 to 150) directly binds to elongin C, while 

the zinc-binding region at positions 120, 123, and 124 of Vif bind to cullin 5 through 

hydrophobic bonds via a highly conserved motif, H
108

x5Cx17-18Cx3-5H
139

 (17, 217). The  
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Figure 8: The protein interactions between Vif and APOBEC3G (A3G) domains (17). 

(A) HIV-1 Vif domains are highlighted in pink, orange, and light blue where each 

represents specific amino acid residues (N-terminal region), zinc binding HCCH domain, 

and SLQXLA domain, respectively. The N-terminal domain of Vif is involved in A3G 

interaction while the C-terminal region targets A3G proteasomal degradation. (B) The 

A3G cytidine deaminase activity is found in the CD1 and CD2 catalytic domains. Amino 

acid position 126 in A3G is responsible for its encapsidation and position 132 is a region 

to where Vif binding occurs. Figure reproduced with permission from Dr. Joao 

Goncalves. Permission obtained February 4, 2011. 

 

A 

B 
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H
108

x5Cx17-18Cx3-5H
139

, along with a second sequence, S
144

LQxLA
149

, are responsible for 

APOBEC degradation (17, 196, 217). Another sequence in Vif, the Y
40

RHHY
44

, is 

essential for the interaction with APOBEC3G (196).  On average, there are about 7 + 4 

APOBEC molecules per virion is packaged in ∆ Vif (208). The binding of Vif to 

APOBEC3G/F decreases the intracellular concentration of APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F, 

preventing their incorporation into newly formed HIV-1 virions (133, 218). 

 

1.4.4 APOBEC3G/F-mediated hypermutation of the HIV-1 genome  

The mechanism by which APOBEC3G/F interacts with the viral genome first 

begins with it altering the viral minus strand DNA by creating excessive levels of U, 

through an APOBEC-dependent deamination of C residues (12). Then, adenine (A) is 

incorporated into the plus DNA strand due to RT recognizing thymine (T) from the 

alteration to U on the minus strand DNA (12, 78). This results in several guanine (G) to A 

nucleotide point mutations in the plus strand of the HIV-1 genome (77, 121, 128, 214). 

A study conducted by Harris and colleagues identified that proviral DNA in the 

presence of APOBEC3G showed extensive G to A hypermutation along proviral DNA, 

where the level of guanines consisted of 25% of the total nucleotides present compared to 

proviral DNA sequences that did not have APOBEC3G present (77). The changes that 

occur in the minus strand sequence as a result of APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F activity 

differ slightly in terms of initial deamination because each protein has different sequence 

specificities. Cytidine deamination for APOBEC3G occurs at a distinct dinucleotide 

sequence, CC, while APOBEC3F prefers to target TC nucleotide bases (78, 189). The 

resulting minus strand DNA synthesis for APOBEC3G is CC to CT and APOBEC3F is 
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TC to TT (78, 189). Due to APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F sequence specificities, the plus 

strand DNA sequences have a pattern of GG to AG and GA to AA substitutions, 

respectively (78, 146, 165, 189, 196). 

In 2006, Suspene et al. explored the distribution of APOBEC3G/F editing across the 

HIV-1 genome of thirty sequences. They formulated an equation where they were able to 

find two highly polarized gradients where APOBEC-mediated hypermutation was 

proposed to occur on the HIV-1 genome (Figure 9). The two gradients, one near the 5' 

cPPT and 3' LTR, are significant regions during HIV-1 replication as they correspond to 

the duration the minus strand remains ss during replication (189). The two high 

APOBEC3-mediated hypermutation gradients at the HIV-1 genome suggested that 

APOBEC3 molecules varied significantly upon packaging (189). Thus, the pol region 

may show the most affects of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation (189).  

 

1.5 The significance of CD4
+ 

T cell and viral load counts in HIV-1 disease 

progression 

There are two important measurements for monitoring HIV-1 disease progression 

(161, 205). The first measurement, CD4
+
 T cell count, measures the levels of CD4

+
 T 

cells/mL of blood. CD4
+
 T cells are the main target of HIV-1 and more importantly the 

key cells that are required to fight off pathogens (68). CD4
+
 T cell counts can be a good 

predictor in determining how far along a HIV-1 infected individual is towards developing 

AIDS (83). Most importantly, CD4
+
 T cell counts are commonly used as a marker of 

disease progression in cases where viral load (discussed below) is not measured. 
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Figure 9: Two distinctive twin gradients are observed during editing of the HIV-1 DNA 

genome by activity of APOBEC3 proteins (189). (A) Drawn to scale is the first step of 

transcription of the HIV-1 genome by reverse transcription. The important features 

required for reverse transcription are: pbs (primer binding site), cPPT (central polypurine 

tract), and 3' PPT (3' polypurine tracts). (B) Two distinctive twin gradients are formed in 

the HIV-1 genome, illustrating the different rates and locations where cytidine 

deamination would occur due to APOBEC-mediated hypermutation in the HIV-1 

genome, particularly more frequent in the pol region. Figure reproduced with permission 

from Dr. Simon Wain-Hobson. Permission obtained February 2, 2011. 
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The second measurement, plasma viral load, is a quantitative measure of viral 

nucleic acid in the blood of a HIV-1 infected individual and is the single best predictor for  

monitoring HIV-1 disease outcomes (68, 123, 145). Viral load measures the number of 

RNA copies/mL of blood. A high viral load is due to the virus quickly replicating and 

therefore the rate of HIV-1 disease progression may be accelerated (144). A high viral 

load lies within the range of 5000 - 1x10
6
 RNA copies/mL of blood and is associated with 

progression to AIDS (144). Individuals with high viral loads who are progressing to 

AIDS may be placed on ARV therapy to control the levels of virus in the blood (197).  

Viral load data is a good indication in determining the disease progression rates of 

individuals with HIV-1 infections (123), but in some cases viral loads are at undetectable 

levels. This is due to the viral RNA is not reaching the minimum threshold for detection. 

This does not mean the infection is cleared; the viral genetic material is latently integrated 

into the host cell genome (161). The incorporation of viral nucleic acid into the host 

genome during a persistent infection can affect viral load as it does not reflect the amount 

of integrated virus and therefore; may have a different effect on predicting disease 

progression and treatment outcome depending on the stage of the disease (Rozera 2010). 

Furthermore, the detection of proviral DNA is critical in following HIV-1 disease 

progression (161, 205) as the amount of integration roughly may reflect viral load. 

Ideally, monitoring the combination of both plasma viral load data and the number 

of CD4
+
 T cell count in an infected individual will provide information on how to 

monitor HIV disease status, give guidance to therapy options, and the long-term course of 

HIV-1 infection (83, 87). 
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1.6 APOBEC and disease progression 

Heterogeneity of HIV-1 disease progression can be observed in any population and 

has been described in several sex worker cohorts (5, 96, 105). The rates of disease 

progression and pathogenesis within these cohorts vary substantially (5). The role of 

APOBEC3 proteins and correlation to disease progression are currently under debate in 

the scientific literature (5, 26, 97, 118). Without doubt, APOBEC3 proteins act as potent 

anti-viral host proteins that are able to cause excessive G to A hypermutation at various 

regions of the HIV-1 genome. Previous sequence analysis of a subset of HIV-1 infected, 

antiretroviral naïve women from the Pumwani Commercial Sex Worker (CSW) cohort 

from Nairobi, Kenya (54) found dramatic hypermutation in the vpu/env region of proviral 

HIV-1 DNA (p < 0.05) (118). Furthermore, women from the CSW cohort with 

hypermutation at vpu/env region had a significantly higher CD4
+
 T cell count than 

women of the same CSW cohort without hypermutation (118).  
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2.0 Rationale, hypothesis and objectives  

Rationale 

The link between APOBEC3G/F activity and disease progression are still unclear 

even given the data from Land et al.  that shows that an increase in hypermutation in 

HIV-1 Vif in patients with higher CD4
+
 T cell counts. Based upon Figure 9 and the work 

of Suspene et al., I expect to also observe an increase in hypermutation in the HIV-1 pol 

region (189). Thus, I propose that individuals with slower disease progression as 

measured by CD4
+
 T cell count will have an increased frequency of APOBEC-mediated 

hypermutation in the pol region of HIV-1. As well I will also determine HIV-1 Vif 

activity from viruses in subjects that exhibit hypermutation to determine if they have 

impaired expression and ability to inhibit APOBEC3G. Besides the study by Land et al., 

there is a lack of information on the link between CD4
+
 T cell counts and hypermutation 

in other regions of HIV-1 provirus. Here, I will build on previous findings to further 

characterize and identify APOBEC3G-mediated hypermutation in HIV-1 proviral pol 

region and its relationship with CD4
+
 T cell counts. In doing so, I hope to gain some 

insight in why some individuals progress faster or slower to AIDS and whether the 

function of APOBEC3G-mediated hypermutation plays a role. Such knowledge will 

contribute to the development of effective prophylactic and therapeutic modalities for 

HIV-1 infection.  
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Based on the above information, we hypothesize that: 

Individuals with slower HIV-1 disease progression as measured by elevated CD4
+
 

T cell counts will show an increase in hypermutation in HIV-1 pol; as well as in the 

vpu/env region as previously described. This will be due to infection by viruses 

containing HIV-1 Vif that is deficient in its ability to affect APOBEC3G function. 

To investigate this hypothesis, four specific objectives will be completed: 

Objective 1: Sequence a segment of the pol gene in antiretroviral naïve patients in the 

Malaya (ML) cohort from Pumwani, in Nairobi, Kenya to analyze for the presence of 

APOBEC-mediated HIV-1 proviral hypermutation. 

Objective 2: Determine the relationship between the presence of APOBEC3G/F-mediated 

hypermutation in the pol region and correlate with CD4
+
 T cell counts. 

Objective 3: Compare the relative expression of APOBEC3G from peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of subjects with or without APOBEC-mediated 

hypermutation, using Western blot. 

Objective 4: To determine, in vitro, how Vif, isolated from patients with high level of 

hypermutation in the HIV-1 env/vpu region affect wt APOBEC3G expression, when co-

expressed in 293T cells. 
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3.0 Materials and methods

3.1 General laboratory materials 

3.1.1. Laboratory prepared solutions 

1% agarose gel 

1 gram (g) UltraPure
TM

 agarose, catalogue number (Cat. No.) 16500-500 (Invitrogen: 

Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

Ethidium bromide (EtBr) (10 milligrams (mg)/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich: Oakville, Ontario, 

Canada) 

to a final volume of 100 mL 1x tris-borate EDTA (TBE) buffer 

Luria-bertani (LB) - ampicillin agar plates 

37.0 g LB agar miller powder (contains 10g peptone from casein, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g 

sodium chloride, 12.0 g agar-agar), Cat. No. 1.10283.0500 (EMD Chemicals: Darmstadt, 

Germany) 

Ampicillin, Cat. No. 10 835 242 001 (Roche Diagnostics: Mannheim, Germany) 

100 mg/mL 

to a final volume of 1litre (L) sterile-filtered double-distilled (ddH2O), autoclaved for 15 

minutes at 121 degrees Celsius (
o
C) (STERIS Amsco Century:  SG-120 Scientific Gravity 

Sterilizer) 

LB - ampicillin broth 

25.0 g LB broth miller powder (contains 10g peptone from casein, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g 

sodium chloride), Cat. No. 1.10285.0500 (EMD Chemicals: Darmstadt, Germany) 

Ampicillin, Cat. No. 10 835 242 001 (Roche Diagnostics: Mannheim, Germany) 

100 mg/mL 
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to a final volume of 1L sterile-filtered ddH2O, autoclaved for 15 minutes at 121
o
C 

(STERIS Amsco Century: SG-120 Scientific Gravity Sterilizer)

Mild stripping buffer 

15 g glycine, Cat. No. 161-0718 (Bio-Rad: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) 

1 g sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 10 mL tween-20  

to a final volume of 1 L with sterile-filtered ddH2O 

Adjust pH to 2.2 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) 

48.5 g PBS powder (contains 137.93 millimolar (mM) NaCl, 2.67 mM KCl, 8.1 mM 

Na2HPO4, 1.41 mM KH2PO4), Cat. No. 2.1600-044 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, 

Canada)  

to a final volume of 1L with sterile-filtered ddH2O  

Adjust pH to 7.4 

Radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) cell lysis buffer for protein isolation 

500 microlitre (μl) 20% SDS, 1mL triton x100, 0.5 g sodium deoxydriate, 0.6057 g tris 

pH 8.0 

to a final volume of 100 mL sterile-filtered ddH2O 

1 protease inhibitor cocktail tablet per 10 mL lysis buffer, Cat. No. 11 836 153 001 

(Roche Diagnostics: Mannheim, Germany) 

SDS loading buffer (2x) 

80 μl glycerol, 50 μl 1M Tris-Cl (pH 6.8), 160 μl 10% (w/v) SDS, 20 μl 0.1 % (w/v) 

bromophenol blue, 40 μl β-mercaptoethanol 
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TBE buffer (pH 8.13-8.23) 

54.0 g Tris-base, 27.5 g boric acid, 2.92 g EDTA 

to a final volume of 1.0 L sterile-filtered ddH2O 

Tris EDTA (TE) buffer (pH 8.0) 

100 μl 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0, Cat. No. VW1500-01 (VWR International: Mississauga, 

Ontario, Canada) 

20 μl 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0), Cat. No. 15576-028 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, 

Canada) 

to 99.8 mL sterile-filtered ddH2O 

Tris buffered saline (TBS) (10x) 

87.7 g NaCl, 12.1 g Tris, 4 mL HCl 

to a final volume of 1 L sterile-filtered ddH2O 

TBS (1x) + 0.1% Tween-20 

100 mL 10x TBS 

1 mL Tween-20, Cat. No. H5151 (Promega: Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.) 

to a final volume of 1 L sterile-filtered ddH2O 

Freezing media (2x) 

20% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), 40% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 40% culture media 

6x polymerase chain reaction (PCR) gel loading buffer 

0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene cyanol, 30% glycerol in H2O 
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3.1.2 Reagents 

Antibodies 

Anti-G3PDH/GAPDH rabbit polyclonal antibody, Cat. No. 2275-PC-100 (Trevigen: 

Gaithersburg, Maryland, U.S.A.)   

Anti-mouse IgG-HRP, peroxidise-linked species-specific whole antibody (from sheep), 

Cat. No. NA931 (GE Healthcare/Amersham Biosciences: Sweden) 

APOBEC3G Antiserum (ApoC17), Cat. No. 10082 (NIH AIDS Research & Reference 

Reagent Program: Germantown, Maryland, U.S.A.) 

beta-Actin mouse monoclonal antibody, Cat. No. mAbcam 8224 (Abcam: Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, U.S.A.) 

Goat anti-rabbit IgG HRP, Cat. No. 111-035-144 (Cedarlane: Burlington, Ontario, 

Canada) 

HIV-1 BH10 Vif Antiserum, Cat. No. 809 (NIH AIDS Research & Reference Reagent 

Program: Germantown, Maryland, U.S.A.) 

HIV-1 HXB2 Vif Antiserum, Cat. No. 2221 (NIH AIDS Research & Reference Reagent 

Program: Germantown, Maryland, U.S.A.) 

Cell culture 

DMEM media with L-Glutamine, Cat. No. D5671 (Sigma-Aldrich: Oakville, Ontario, 

Canada)  

10% Fetal calf serum (heat-inactivated at 56
o
C for 30 minutes), Cat. Nos. Gibco 12483 

and A12617 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

Fungazone (HyClone: Logan, Utah, U.S.A.) 

 2% Penicillin and streptomycin, Cat. No. Gibco 15240 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, 
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Canada) 

Roswell park memorial institute medium (RPMI), Cat. No. 12-702F (Lonza: Switzerland) 

TrypLE
TM

, Cat. No. 12604-021 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

Cell separation 

Trypan Blue, Cat. No. T8154 (Sigma-Aldrich: Oakville, Ontario, Canada) 

DNA extraction and purification from whole blood 

EZ1
R
 Kit, Cat. No. 1023745 (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) 

DNA extraction from PBMCs 

QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Mississauga, Ontario) was used for isolating genomic 

(including proviral) DNA  

Plasmids 

pcDNA-HVif, Cat. No.10077 (NIH AIDS Research & Reference Reagent Program: 

Germantown, Maryland, U.S.A.) 

pCMV-HA, Cat. No. PT3283-5 (Clontech Laboratories:  Mountain View, California, 

U.S.A.) 

Restriction enzyme digest 

GelPilot Loading Dye (5x), Cat. No. 239901 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

pst I restriction enzyme, Cat. No. 15215-023 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

xba I restriction enzyme, Cat. No. 15226-012 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

10x React
®
2 buffer for pst I and xba I (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

1 kb Plus Ladder, Cat. No. 10787-018 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

Transfection 

TransIT
® 

- LT1 Transfection Reagent, Cat. No. 2305 (Mirus: Madison, Wisconsin, 
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U.S.A) 

Transformation 

S.O.C. medium, Cat. No. 15544-034 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

One shot
® 

MAX efficiency
® 

DH5α
TM

 – T1
R
 competent cells, Cat. No. 12297-016 

(Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

 3.1.3. Commercial kits 

Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard (2 mg/mL), Cat. No. 500-0206 (Bio-Rad: 

Hercules, California, USA) 

BCA protein assay kit, Cat. No. 71285-3 (Novagen; San Diego, California, USA) 

Gel electrophoresis 

4x NuPAGE
®
 LDS sample buffer, Cat. No. NP0008 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, 

Canada) 

10X NuPAGE
®

 reducing agent (500 mM dithiothreitol), Cat. No. NP0004 (Invitrogen: 

Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

NuPAGE
®
 Novex

®
 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel 1.0 mm x 10 well, Cat. No. NP0342BOX 

(Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

NuPAGE
®
 MES SDS running buffer (20x) Cat. No. NP0002 (Invitrogen: Burlington, 

Ontario, Canada) 

NuPAGE
® 

antioxidant, Cat. No. NP0005 (Invitrogen:  Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

Novex
®
 sharp pre-stained protein standard, Cat. No. LC5800 (Invitrogen: Burlington, 

Ontario, Canada) 

Plasmid DNA purification 
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QIAprep spin miniprep kit (250) Cat. No. 27106 (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

PCR 

Expand high fidelity PLUS PCR system, dNTPack Cat. No. 04 743 733 001 (Roche 

Diagnostics: Mannheim, Germany) 

Custom primers (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 

Protein quantification and preparation 

BCA protein assay kit, Cat. No. 71285-3 (Novagen: Gibbstown, New Jersey, U.S.A.) 

Sequencing 

ABI prism BigDye terminator cycle sequencing ready reaction kit v.3.1 (Applied 

Biosystems, Streetsville, Ontario) 

BigDye
®
 3.1 terminator cycle sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, 

California, U.S.A.) 

Western blotting 

iBlot
® 

transfer stack (nitrocellulose) Cat. No. IB3010-01 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, 

Canada) 

Novex
®
 ECL chemiluminescent substrate reagent kit, Cat. No. WP20005 (Invitrogen: 

Burlington, Ontario, Canada) 
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3.1.4 Specialized equipment 

DNA extraction 

BioRobot EZ1 (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) 

Nucleic acid quantification 

NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific: Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A.) 

Agilent BioAnalyzer 2100, Part No. G2938C (Agilent: Santa Clara, California, U.S.A.) 

PCR 

Thermocycler (MJ Research: Waltham, Massachusetts, U.S.A.) 

Western blotting 

iBlot
®
 gel transfer device, Cat. No. IB1001 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

 

Molecular imager ChemiDoc XRS+ system, Cat. No. 170-8252 (Bio-Rad: Mississauga, 

Ontario, Canada) 

ChemiDoc universal hood, Cat. No. 170-8126 (Bio-Rad: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) 

Sequencing 

ABI prism 3100 genetic analyzer (Hitachi, Japan) 

 

3.1.5 Software programs 

GraphPad Prism 4.0 (GraphPad Software: San Diego, California, U.S.A.) 

MEGA version 4.0: Molecular Evolutionary Genetic Analysis (Biodesign Institute: 

Tempe, Arizona, U.S.A.) 

Hypermut (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/HYPERMUT/hypermut.html) 
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Recombination Identification Program 3.0 (RIP 3.0) 

(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/RIP/RIP.html) 

Sequencher v.4.2 (Gene Codes Corporation: Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.) 

  

3.2 Study population 

3.2.1 Pumwani CSW cohort  

The CSW cohort was first established in the Pumwani slum of Nairobi, Kenya in 

1985 (155). The CSW cohort is comprised of women who are actively involved in sex 

work (54, 55).  The sex worker cohort enrolees complete an administered, self-reported 

survey, which describes their sexual practices and other epidemiological factors each 

year. All individuals in this study were part of a well described cohort of commercial sex 

workers from the ML clinic (54). All experiments were conducted with each participant’s 

understanding and consent. The work conducted from experiments in this thesis are from 

subjects who are HIV
+
, ARV naïve at the time samples of blood were collected and 

acquired HIV-1 infection through heterosexual contact. Ethical approval was obtained 

from both the University of Manitoba and University of Nairobi ethics review committees 

to conduct these studies.  

 

3.2.2 Subject selection for APOBEC3G degradation 

HIV-1 proviral DNA was isolated from a total of six subjects, three of which who 

demonstrated to have high levels of APOBEC-mediated HIV-1 proviral hypermutation in 

the vpu/env region of proviral HIV-1 genome (MLs 1592, 1970, and 1975) and three 

subjects of who did not show as high levels of APOBEC-mediated HIV-1 proviral 
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hypermutation (ML 1418, 1481, and 1868) in the vpu/env gene. Vif from these subjects 

were chosen to test the degradation of APOBEC3G in an in vitro system. 

  

3.2.3 Subject selection for sequencing: examination of HIV-1 proviral 

hypermutation at the pol gene 

Based on random sample availability, a total number of five hundred fifteen whole 

blood and PBMC samples were collected (2007-2009) from patients enrolled in the ML 

clinic.  All five hundred fifteen HIV-1 positive, antiretroviral naïve women were believed 

to be infected with HIV-1 by heterosexual contact at the time blood samples were 

collected. The following experiments were conducted using DNA obtained from 

members of this cohort with informed consent. 

  

3.3 Protocols 

3.3.1. Extraction of total genomic DNA 

DNA was extracted from women in the ML cohort by two methods: either from 

PBMCs using a Qiagen DNA extraction kit or DNA was extracted directly from the 

whole blood using a Qiagen EZ1
®
 Kit and BioRobot EZ1. To determine if DNA was 

suitable for conducting PCR experiments, the quality of DNA was assessed by measuring 

the concentration of DNA (50ng/ul) using the Nanodrop1000 spectrophotometer. 

  

3.3.2 Amplification of HIV-1 provirus 

3.3.2.1 Full length pol amplification 

Pol was amplified by nested PCR reaction which generated a 3148 bp amplicon in 
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the first nested PCR reaction and the second nested PCR reaction generated a 1942 base 

pair (bp) amplicon. Two different and specific primer groups were used in the first nested 

PCR reactions to determine which primer group yielded favourable results by visualizing 

the PCR products from the two different primer groups on a 1% agarose gel. The first 

primer group of the first nested PCR reaction were: Gagseqf4b and Polseqr2 with the 

alternate primer group of the first nested reaction were: Polseqf0 and MM4bb/Polseqr2.5. 

The first primer group was chosen to subsequently amplify the pol region of HIV-1 

genome as the second primer group did not work as well as the first primer group. The 

first primer group was chosen over the second primer group as the second primer group 

did not show up well on the 1% agarose gel suggesting the second primer group did not 

amplify the DNA well. The specific primers used in the second nested PCR reactions are: 

Polseqf1 and NPol4481b/Polseqr3.  Table 1 lists the following primers used in amplifying 

pol along with their sequence orientation, location, melting temperature (Tm), and 

annealing temperature (AT). 

Generation of a 3148 bp amplicon in the first nested PCR reaction utilized the 

following conditions (50 μl final volume/reaction): 10 μl 5x buffer, 1 μl deoxynucleotide 

triphosphates (dNTPs), 1 μl of each forward and reverse primer, 0.5 μl enzyme, 33.5 μl 

water (H2O) and 3.0 μl DNA sample. To generate a 1942 bp amplicon in the second 

nested PCR reaction consisted of the following 50 μl reaction: 10 μl 5x buffer, 1 μl 

dNTPs, 1 μl of each forward and reverse primer, 0.5 μl enzyme, 36.5 μl H2O, and 2 μl 

DNA from the first run nested PCR reaction. PCR thermocycling conditions for each of 

the first and second nested PCR reactions are described in Table 2. The amplicons were 

examined by visualizing the second round PCR products after gel electrophoresis on a 
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Table 1: Pol primers used for nested-PCR, their gene locations, melting and annealing 

temperatures 

Primer 

Name 

Primer Sequence Orientation Gene 

Location
a
 

Tm 

(
o
C) 

AT 

(
o
C) 

Gagseqf4b
b
 5'TTAGATACAGGAG 

CAGATGATACAG3' 

 

Forward 2322-2346 58.7 52.0 

Polseqr2
c
 5'ATCCTACCTTGT 

TATGTCCTG3' 

 

Reverse 5470-5450 56.1 52.0 

Polseqf0
c
 5'GYAYAAAYAATG 

AGACACCAG3' 

 

Forward 2950-2970 52.2 48.0 

MM4bb/ 

Polseqr2.5
d
 

5'TGGATGTGTACTT 

CTGAACTTA3' 

 

Reverse 5213-5192 54.5 48.0 

Polseqf1
c
 5'TATCAGTACAATG 

TGCTTCCAC3' 

 

Forward 2979-3000 56.3 53.0 

NPol4481b/ 

Polseqr3
d
 

5'CTGCTGTCCCTGT 

AATAAACCCG3' 

Reverse 4921-4899 62.0 53.0 

a
Gene location is given in HXB2 numbering. 

b
Previously designed laboratory primers. 

c
Primers designed by Dr. Allison M. Land. 

d
Primers designed by Dr. Melanie Murray. 
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Table 2: Thermocycler conditions for nested-PCR amplification 

Step Temperature (
o
C) Time (sec) Cycle 

Thermocycling Run No. 1 

 

1. Initialization 94 120 1 

2. Denaturation 94 15 1 

3. Annealing 52 30 1 

4. Elongation 72 120 1 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for 30 cycles 

6. Final Elongation 72 420 1 

7. Final Hold 4 Indefinite -- 

Thermocycling Run No. 2 

 

1. Initialization 94 120 1 

2. Denaturation 94 15 1 

3. Annealing 53 30 1 

4. Elongation 72 90 1 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for 25 cycles 

6. Final Elongation 72 300 1 

7. Final Hold 4 Indefinite -- 
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transilluminator, second round PCR products were purified and sequenced. The detailed 

steps will be discussed in sections below. 

 

3.3.2.2 Partial vpu/env region amplification 

 Patient samples observed to have significant hypermutation in the pol region of 

HIV-1 were selected for vpu/env amplification to determine if there is proviral 

hypermutation in both the pol and vpu/env genome of HIV-1. Nested PCR reactions 

amplified proviral vpu and the first 349 nucleotides of env. The first nested PCR reactions 

generated a 2850 bp amplicon. The primers, Polseqf3.6 and Envseqr4.5, were used for the 

first nested PCR reactions. Envpcrf and Envseqr6 were used in the second reaction and 

generated a 646 bp amplicon. Table 3 lists the following primers used in amplifying 

vpu/env along with their sequence orientation, location, Tm, and AT. The exact 

thermocycling conditions were followed as the full length pol amplification and this can 

be found in section 3.3.2.1 of this thesis 

 

3.3.3 Visualizing PCR products by gel electrophoresis 

The second round nested PCR products were checked to determine if the reactions 

were successful. A total of 5 μl DNA from the second round nested PCR reaction and 0.8 

μl 6x loading dye were mixed together and loaded onto a 1% agarose DNA gel containing 

EtBr (concentration 10 mg/mL) submerged in TBE buffer. The gel was resolved 1 hour at 

90 volts (V) and DNA fragments were visualized under ultraviolet light on a 

transilluminator and photographed to check for the correct sized PCR products after 

amplification.
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Table 3: Vpu/env primers used for nested-PCR, their gene locations, melting and 

annealing temperatures 

Primer 

Name 

Primer Sequence Orientation Gene 

Location
a
 

Tm 

(
o
C) 

AT 

(
o
C) 

Polseqf3.6
c
 5'AGTTATCCCAGC 

AGAAACAGGAC3' 

 

Forward 4490-4512 60.2 52.0 

Envseqr4.5
c
 5'TGTTATTTCTAGA 

TCCCCTCCTG3' 

 

Reverse 7340-7318 58.4 52.0 

Envpcrf
c
 5'GGCTTAGGCATCTCC 

TATGGCAGGAAGAAG3' 

 

Forward 5954-5983 67.5 52.0 

Envseqr6
b
 5'CGAGTGGGGTTAA 

CTTTACACATG3' 

Reverse 6600-6577 60.3 52.0 

a
Gene location is given in HXB2 numbering. 

b
Previously designed laboratory primers. 

c
Primers designed by Dr. Allison M. Land. 
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3.3.4 PCR product purification 

The second round PCR reactions that had a single amplicon of the correct size 

were either purified kindly by the National Microbiology Laboratory (NML) DNACore 

Facility using a robot or using a Montage PCR centrifugal filter device (Millipore: 

Billerica, Massachusetts, Cat No. P36461) containing two filtrate collection vials per PCR 

reaction as described by the manufacturer. A modification was made to the user guide as 

a smaller volume of PCR products was used for experiments. The sample reservoir was 

adjusted to a final volume of 400 μl which contained 355 μl TE buffer and 45 μl PCR 

DNA per reservoir (thirteen products were purified by this method). 

  

3.3.5 DNA sequencing 

 After DNA purification, sequencing was set up as essentially described in 

instructions for the ABI Prism BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction kit. 

Each reaction consisted of: 1.75 μl sequencing buffer, 0.5 μl of Big Dye
®
 v3.1, 1.5 μl 

sequencing primer (concentration 10 ng/μl), 3.25 μl H2O, and 3.0 μl of purified template 

PCR product. The sequencing reactions were resolved on an ABI Prism 3100 Genetic 

Analyser and the resulting trace files were assembled into overlapping, ds contigs, using 

Sequencher v.4.0.5 for the analyzes of two hundred forty-one sequences. 

  

3.3.5.1 Full length pol sequencing 

Primers for sequencing 2 kb of the HIV-1 pol gene required 3 sequencing 

reactions (two primers in both directions/reaction) to cover the entire length of pol. The 
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first sequencing reaction consisted of the forward and reverse primers, Polseqf1.5 and 

MM3bb/Polseqr4.5, respectively. The second sequencing reaction consisted of the 

forward and reverse primers, Polseqf2.5 and POL4R, respectively. And the third 

sequencing reaction consisted of the forward and reverse primers, Polseqf3.6 and 

Seq3630b/Polseqr5.5, respectively. The specific primers designed across the length of pol 

are outlined in Table 4 along with their sequence orientation, location, Tm, and AT. 

 

3.3.5.2 Partial HIV-1 proviral genome sequencing 

 The partial proviral pol segment was sequenced using MM3ab/Polseqf3.5 and 

POL4R. The vpu/env segment was sequenced using the nested PCR primers, Envpcrf and 

Envseqr6. Please refer to Table 4 for their orientation, location, Tm, and AT. 

 

3.3.6 HIV-1 sequences and phylogenetic analysis 

 HIV-1 sequences from each subject (full-length or partial) were aligned against 

the current reference sequences (2007) from the Los Alamos HIV (www.hiv.lanl.gov) 

sequence database using ClustalW. MEGA 4.0, a phylogenetic analysis program, was 

employed for neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree analysis (nucleotide distance calculated 

by Kimura’s two parameter method) to determine what subtype each ML patient’s HIV-1 

sequence belonged to. The strength of the branch nodes was tested with a bootstrap 

analysis of 500 replicates. Sequences were further analysed online using the 

Recombination Identification Program from the Los Alamos Sequence database to 

determine if sequences contained any recombinants. 
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Table 4: Sequencing primers for pol (full-length and partial) and their gene locations, 

melting and annealing temperatures 

Primer 

Name 

Primer Sequence Orientation Gene 

Location
a
 

Tm (
o
C) AT (

o
C) 

Polseqf1.5 5'GATGAYTTRTATG 

TAGGATCTG3' 

 

Forward 3102-3123 52.6 53.0 

MM3bb/ 

Polseqr4.5 

5'CCTTTGTGTGCTG 

GTACCCATG3' 

 

Reverse 4171-4150 61.9 56.0 

Polseqf2.5 5'GAYRGACTAYTGG 

CAGGCTAC3' 

 

Forward 3755-3775 58.0 53.0 

POL4R 5'GCTGTCCCTGTAA 

TAAACCCG3' 

 

Reverse 4919-4899 60.0 55.0 

Polseqf3.6 5'AGTTATCCCAGCA 

GAAACAGGAC3' 

 

Forward 4490-4512 60.2 56.0 

Seq3630b/ 

Polseqr5.5 

5'ATTGTTTTACATC 

ATTAGTGTG3' 

 

Reverse 3651-3630 50.8 55.0 

a
Gene location is given in HXB2 numbering. 

b
Previously designed laboratory primers. 

c
Primers designed by Dr. Allison M. Land. 

d
Primers designed by Dr. Melanie Murray. 
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3.3.7 Detection of hypermutation at HIV-1 proviral genome 

 HIV-1 sequences from each subject (full-length or partial) were analyzed in a 

program, Hypermut, to detect APOBEC-induced hypermutation from the Los Alamos 

sequence database. Each sequence was compared on a subtype by subtype basis to a clade 

specific consensus sequence. 

 

3.3.8 Statistics used for data analysis 

 For this thesis, two statistical tests were employed: the Mann-Whitney test and 

Chi-Square test which were both determined using GraphPad Prism 4.0 software. We 

considered a p-value of less than 0.05 significant. 

  

3.3.9 Cell culture 

The human cell line, 293T cells, derived from human embryonic kidney (HEK) 

cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS, 1x penicillin/streptomycin 

and grown at 37
o
C, 5% CO2 and 100% relative humidity (REVCO ULTIMA: 

RC03000D-7-ABB). 

  

3.3.10 Plasmids 

The plasmid constructions, SCMV-IN and pCMV-HA (with APOBEC3G insert), 

were kindly donated by Dr. Xiaojian Yao (Figure 10 and Figure 11). Appropriate vif 

sequences were subcloned into a multiple cloning site (MCS) of the SCMV-IN expression 

plasmid by Dr. Allison Land and the sequence of each patient were confirmed to be the 
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Figure 10: Schematic of SVCMV-IN expression vector encoding several markers. 

Important markers are: human cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter/enhancer 

(CMV promoter), origin of replication (ori), ampicillin resistance (amp) marker for 

selection in E. coli, and multiple cloning site (MCS). Subject vifs were cloned into pst I 

and xba I MCS. Verification of insert can be determined using xba I and pst I. Vectors 

with vif inserts were kindly obtained from Dr. Allison Land. 
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Figure 11: Schematic of pCMV-HA mammalian expression vectors encoding several 

markers. Important markers are: human cytomegalovirus immediate early 

promoter/enhancer (CMV promoter), haemagglutinin (HA) epitope tag, multiple cloning 

site (MCS), and ampicillin resistance (amp) marker for selection in E. coli. Verification of 

insert can be determined using xba I and pst I. Plasmid product no. PT3283-5 obtained 

from Clontech Laboratories, Inc. 
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correct vif insert by Dr. Allison Land and expression plasmids were stored in glycerol 

stocks at -80
o
C. 

 

3.3.11 Plasmid DNA amplification, purification and quantification 

Two different kits were tested to determine which method would yield the highest 

plasmid DNA. When the first kit was tested, QIAprep miniprep kit (250), according to 

manufacturer’s instructions this resulted in low quantities of plasmid DNA; despite the 

fact that all plasmids used were known to be high-copy number plasmids. Several 

modifications were made to the original QIAprep miniprep kit protocol to optimize 

plasmid DNA yield. Protocol 1 followed the manufacturer’s protocol where it yielded the 

lowest concentration of plasmid as determined by utilizing a spectrophotometer 

instrument (NanoDrop
TM

 1000: Thermo Scientific). Slight modifications were made 

(called protocol 2) by doubling the quantity of bacterial cells used to isolate and purify 

plasmid DNA and this slightly increased the yield. An alternate kit was examined, the 

QIAprep maxiprep kit (protocol 3) from Qiagen and compared to protocol 1 and protocol 

2, there was an observable increase in plasmid DNA.  However, protocol 2 gave the best 

results since it was more consistent and used a smaller volume of reagents than protocol 

3, it was further optimized (called protocol 4) by increasing the incubation times when 

buffers were added. Protocol 4 was the method of choice for all future plasmid DNA 

purification and quantification. The differences in protocols can be observed in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Plasmid DNA yields from four different protocols. Several protocol variations 

were attempted to maximize plasmid DNA yields from E. coli strain DH5-α cells. 

Protocol 1, the original method followed from QIAprep miniprep kit by Qiagen. Protocol 

2 was similar to protocol 1by increasing the number of bacterial cells. Protocol 3 used a 

different kit from Qiagen called the QIAprep maxiprep kit and was not favorable due to 

the large volume of materials used to carry out the experiment. Protocol 4 included slight 

modifications to protocol 2 by further increasing bacterial cell concentrations and altering 

incubation times of buffers 

. 
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3.3.12 Restriction enzyme digests of vectors 

The purified plasmids were examined to determine if the successful fragments 

were inserted by performing a restriction digest using the restriction enzymes pst I and 

xba I. Each reaction contained 12 μl H2O, 10 μl 10x React
®
 2 buffer, 0.5 μl pst I, 0.5 μl 

xba I, and 5 μl purified plasmid. Each reaction mix was vortexed, quick-spinned and 

incubated at 37
o
C for 1.5 hours. After incubation, the digestion products were resolved on 

a 1% agarose gel containing EtBr to check for correct sized inserts. The gel ran for 22 

minutes at 126 V and the gel was placed on a transilluminator where it was photographed, 

and the correct sized inserts were confirmed.  

 

3.3.13 Transfections of 293 T cells 

HEK 293 T cells were plated into 6 well plates (concentration of 0.5 x 10
6
 

cells/well) 24 hours prior to transfection. On the day of experiment, media was gently 

removed from all wells and 1 mL of fresh warm media was added 30 minutes prior to 

transfection. Sixty to eighty percent confluent cells were transfected with 2 μg of DNA of 

the SVCMV-IN expression plasmid containing the appropriate vif inserts and 1 μg DNA 

of pCMV-HA expression plasmid containing the APOBEC3G insert  (ratio 2:1) using the 

Mirus TransIt-LT1 reagent. Media was carefully removed prior to addition of 

transfection/DNA mixture. Two microlitres of transfection reagent per ug DNA was 

added to 250 μl DMEM (Sigma), gently mixed, and incubated at room temperature for 30 

minutes. The transfection mixture was added in a drop-wise manner to the cells followed 

by 30 minute incubation at 37
o
C, 5% CO2. Cells were covered with 2 mL media and 
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incubated for 48 hours before harvesting protein. 

 

3.3.14 Preparation of cell lysates 

Transfected cells were collected on ice by detaching the cells from the well by 

washing with the media (2 ml/well) present in each well. Cells were collected into sterile 

1.5 mL eppendorf tubes. Media and cells were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 minutes at 

4
o
C and supernatants were discarded. Before discarding transfection plates, a final 0.5 mL 

cold PBS wash was conducted by quickly rinsing off any cells remaining in the well and 

then transferred to the appropriate corresponding eppendorf tubes. Tubes were 

centrifuged again at 4000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4
o
C and supernatants were removed. A 

quick wash was performed by gently resuspending pellets into 1 mL of fresh PBS and 

then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 minutes. PBS was carefully removed from pellet using 

a p200 pipette. Then 100 μl RIPA lysis buffer was added to each pellet and pipetted 

vigorously to lyse cells. Cell lysates were incubated for 30 minutes on a rotator at 4
o
C and 

then centrifuged at10000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4
o
C. Supernatants were transferred to 

clean eppendorf tubes and stored at -25
o
C. 

Frozen PBMCs were removed from liquid nitrogen and vials were suspended in a 

37
o
C water bath until cells were slightly thawed. One mL of RPMI supplemented with 

10% FCS and 1x penicillin/streptomycin was then added to each vial to prevent cells 

from undergoing shock before being resuspended into 8 mL RPMI supplemented media. 

Cells were centrifuged for seven minutes at 1400 rpm and supernatants were discarded. 

Resuspended PBMCs were counted with a haemocytometer and then cells were lysed by 

the addition of 100 μl RIPA lysis buffer for every 1x10
6
 cells and soluble supernatants 
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were collected as above. 

 

 3.3.15 Quantification of protein concentration in cell lysates 

 Protein concentration was determined using the BCA protein assay kit which 

contained two reagents, BCA solution and 4% cupric sulfate, and BSA as a standard at a 

concentration of 2 mg/mL. This kit was used to determine protein concentrations present 

in cell lysates before Western blotting. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, BSA 

was prepared in the diluents used to lyse cells (RIPA lysis buffer) over the range of 0-

1000 μg/mL in sterile eppendorf tubes. To be certain that protein concentration would be 

within the detection limit of the assay, each protein lysate was diluted 1:10 in RIPA lysis 

buffer (in duplicate).  The working reagent was prepared by combining 200 μl of BCA 

solution with 4 μl of 4% cupric sulfate per sample.  

 Twenty-five μl of diluted samples and standard were transferred to an ELISA 

plate. Two hundred microlitres of working reagent was added to each sample, shaken 

briefly on a rocker (Bellco: Rocker Platform 7740-10010) and incubated at 37
o
C for 30 

minutes. After incubation, samples and standards were read at 562 nm on a microplate 

reader (Molecular Devices 02500: SPECTRA max PLUS 384). Samples were done in 

duplicate to ensure the accuracy of the assay. Standard curves were generated based on 

their absorbance readings and a linear graph was made while the protein concentration of 

each sample was determined by an equation generated by the standard curves using a 

microplate data acquisition and analysis software package (SoftMax Pro: Molecular 

Devices).
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3.3.16 Western blots 

Twelve μg of each protein sample were loaded onto a 4-12 % NuPAGE
®

 SDS-

PAGE gel and electrophoresed at 200 V for approximately 40 minutes using a gel 

electrophoresis unit (XCell4 SureLock™ Midi-Cell Runner œ: Invitrogen). The gel was 

rinsed with ddH2O, and proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane using 

the Invitrogen iBlot
®
 gel transfer device according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 

membrane was blocked using 5% milk blocking solution for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Ten mL of a 1:1000 dilution of primary antibodies specific for HIV-1 Vif and 

APOBEC3G were applied to each blot, incubated overnight at 4
o
C. Membranes were 

washed with 10 mL 1x TBST for five minutes and washing was repeated three more 

times. Membranes were then incubated with 10 mL of a 1:5000 dilution of a goat anti-

rabbit secondary antibody conjugated with horse-radish peroxidise for one hour and then 

washed with 10 mL 1x TBST for five minutes (repeated four times in total). Membranes 

were incubated with Novex
®
 ECL chemiluminescent substrate reagent kit as per 

manufacturer’s instruction and ECL bands were determined using the Quantity One
®

 

software package (Bio-Rad) for imaging and analyzing 1-D electrophoresis gels.
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4.0 Results  

4.1 HIV-1 proviral pol gene sequence reflects APOBEC-mediated hypermutation 

4.1.1 Defining hypermutated sequences and HIV-1 subtype assignment 

To test the hypothesis that APOBEC-mediated hypermutation associates with 

reduced HIV-1 disease progression, we first examined the region of HIV-1 proviral pol 

that theoretically should be most affected by APOBEC3G/F activity (189). Two-hundred 

forty one proviral HIV-1 pol sequences (sequenced in both directions and assembled in 

the program Sequencer) were examined from HAART naïve, HIV
+
 women in the CSW 

cohort.  Before sequences were analyzed for hypermutation, they were imported into a 

Recombination Identification Program 3.0 (RIP 3.0) to test for recombination. RIP 3.0 is 

a program used for HIV-1 subtyping and consists of consensus sequences for near full-

length subtypes A1, B, C, D, F1, F2, G, H, and CRF01 HIV-1 genome. We confirmed 

thirteen recombinant sequences and further we were able to determine the subtype of our 

pol sequences by analyzing the graphs generated. The majority of sequences from this 

study were from subtype A1 (n=161) while subtype D (n=46) were the next highest 

number of sequences. The orders of the other subtypes were as follows: C (n=18), 

recombinants (n=13), and G (n=3). Within the recombinants, the sequences consisted of 

the following mixtures of subtypes: A1_C (n=1), C_D (n=2), A1_D (n=3), A1_B_D 

(n=1), A_B_C_D (n=1), and A_B_C_F (n=1). The last four sequences were either CRF’s 

and/or CRF’s mixed with subtypes which consisted of the following: A2.CY.94CY017-

41 (n=2), A2.CY.94CY017-41_G (n=1), and A2.CY.94CY017-41_D (n=1). These results 

give us an understanding as to what subtype of the virus is infecting each subject in this 
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study. The percentages of subtype and recombination sequences are described in Figure 

13. 

The HIV-1 pol sequences were also analyzed by phylogenetic analysis using 

Molecular Evolutionary Genetic Analysis, version 4.0 (MEGA 4.0). Sequences were 

subjected to neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree analysis (nucleotide distance calculated 

by Kimura’s two parameter method) of the full-length pol sequences (n = 28) as a way to 

visually observe which subtype each sequence belonged (Figure 14). The strength of the 

branch nodes was tested with a bootstrap analysis of 500 replicates. A list of subjects and 

their subtype used for full-length pol sequence analysis (n = 28) can be found in Table 5. 

A list of subjects used for partial pol sequencing (n = 211) will be shown in a later section 

of this thesis.  

 To determine the extent of HIV-1 hypermutation among subjects, we examined a 

total of 241 pol sequences encompassing the last 705 bases of pol. Some sequences were 

obtained from two different time points from a single subject to assess the potential 

stability of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation. Sequences from each subject were 

grouped and aligned together by subtype into MEGA 4.0 by ClustalW analysis. Using the 

web tool Hypermut 2.0 from the Los Alamos database that detects the physical location 

of each mutation in a subject, we generated a mutation map (Figure 15). This allows the 

visualization of the total number of substitutions occurring in a subject for a particular 

subtype when compared to the consensus sequence. The consensus reference sequences 

generated from each subtype was obtained from the Los Alamos HIV sequence database.  

Based on the graphs generated, each subject had varying levels of hypermutations at 

different points along the proviral HIV-1 pol genome. 
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Figure 13: Relative proportions of HIV-1 subtypes and recombinants for 241 HIV-1 

proviral pol sequences. (A) The percentage of the 241 pol sequences organized into a pie 

chart with the appropriate subtypes and recombinants analyzed in this thesis. (B) The 

percentage of 13 pol recombinant sequences displayed in a pie chart. Colored legend 

indicates what percentage of subtypes and recombinants are in pol sequence pool. 
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Figure 14: Neighbor-joining tree of 28 full-length pol sequences generated in this thesis 

along with all publically available pol HIV-1 reference sequences. Sequences aligned 

with ClustalW and the phylogenetic tree was created using Mega 4.0. Scale of genetic 

distance is located at the bottom left corner of tree. 
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Table 5: HIV-1 subtype classifications from twenty-eight full length pol sequences 

generated in this thesis 

Subject Subtype Subject Subtype 

ML2503 A1 ML2569 D 

ML2522 D ML2624 C 

ML2525 D ML2651 C 

ML2560 A1 ML2713 C 

ML2584 A-B-C-D ML2719 A1-D 

ML2587 A1 ML2460 A1 

ML2594 A1 ML2468 A1 

ML2614 A-B-D ML2604 C 

ML2645 A1 ML2630 A1-C 

ML2700 D ML2655 A1 

ML2704 A1 ML2667 A1 

ML2715 A1 ML2683 A1 

ML2750 A-D ML2709 C 

ML2469 A1 ML2751 D 
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Figure 15: Graphical representation of mutations detected by using the tool hypermut 

2.0. Each sequence from a patient must be grouped by its subtype type and compared to a 

consensus sequence to determine mutations in a single subject. Each colored mark along a 

single line represents a mutation in one subject. All colored marks represent G to A 

changes (red = GG to AG, cyan = GA to AA, green = GC to AC, and magenta = GT to 

AT). Black represents no G to A changes and yellow indicates nucleotide gaps in the 

sequences.
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4.1.2 Sequencing data reveal APOBEC3G/F-mediated hypermutation at HIV-1 

proviral pol gene 

 Using Hypermut 2.0, a total of sixteen out of two hundred forty-one pol 

sequences, or 7% of examined sequences, were hypermutated (Table 6). Hypermutation 

by APOBEC3G/F is present when specific AA and AG nucleotide changes occur more 

frequently than random mutations would occur, this is defined as hypermutation (p<0.05). 

Two of the sixteen hypermutated pol sequences were identified by full length pol 

sequencing. As shown in Table 6, the sixteen proviral hypermutated pol sequences 

showed significant hypermutation activity by APOBEC3G, APOBEC3F, or a 

combination of both. The majority of subjects with detectable hypermutation (except for 

the two ML1847 time points, ML2585, and ML2862) demonstrated APOBEC3G-

mediated hypermutation (nucleotide changes from GG to GA in the plus strand of DNA) 

in the pol region of proviral HIV-1. The four samples (actually, only 3 subjects) (both 

ML1847 time points, ML2585, and ML2862) that did not have detectable APOBEC3G 

activity in the pol region demonstrated APOBEC3F activity (nucleotide changes from AG 

to AA in the plus strand of DNA).  Eight of the sixteen samples with hypermutated 

proviruses had evidence of both APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F enzymatic activity (the 

two ML2818 time points, ML2503, ML2801, ML2766, ML2871, ML2503, and 

ML2645). Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 show all non-significant hypermutated sequences 

from pol sequencing grouped appropriately into subtypes: A1, C, D, G, and recombinants 

respectively.
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Table 6: Sixteen samples in the pol region (nucleotide positions 4150-4919) 

demonstrated significant hypermutated HIV-1 provirus 

Sample Infection 

subtype 

General hypermut 

significance
b 

Specific hypermut  

significance
c 

   APOBEC3G APOBEC3F 

ML256 A1 0.0094 0.0014 0.2419 

ML1847
a
 A1 0.0307 0.0916 0.0485 

ML1847
a
 A1 0.0307 0.0936 0.0472 

ML2503 A1 1.312 e
-09

 1.432e
-09

 1.068e
-05

 

ML2503 A1 1.533e
-16

 4 .692e
-20

 1.331e
-08

 

ML2585
a
 D 8.224e

-06
 0.4672 1.211e

-08
 

ML2645 A1 0.0013 2.295e
-06

 0.2800 

ML2766 A1 2.972e
-07

 3.119e
-10

 0.0069 

ML2801
a
 A1 1.327e

-07
 1.791e

-09
 0.0010 

ML2814 A1 0.0322 0.0308 0.1294 

ML2818 A1 0.0165 0.0299 0.0486 

ML2818
a
 A1 0.0190 0.0531 0.0510 

ML2862 A1 0.0332 0.0891 0.0555 

ML2871 A1 0.0868 0.0436 0.0407 

ML2891 C1 0.636 0.0363 0.5365 

ML3033
a
 A1 0.0632 0.0317 0.3543 

a
Superscripts indicate sequences were obtained from two different time points during infection from a 

single subject to increase sample population of the study.  
b
General APOBEC-type hypermutation using Hypermut 2.0 analysis. Default settings of G to A 

substitutions with a downstream context of RD, where R is either A or G and D is A, T or G. Hypermutated 

sequences are defined as those with a p-value of <0.05. 
c
Hypermut 2.0 analysis for specific APOBEC3G (settings of G to A substitutions with a downstream 

context of GD) and/or APOBEC3F (settings of G to A substitutions with a downstream context of AD) 

hypermutation. Hypermutated sequences are defined as those with a p-value of <0.05. 

Significant values are highlighted in yellow. 

Non-significant values are italicized. 

Subjects bolded are sequences generated from full-length genome of pol (nucleotide positions 3102-4919). 
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Within the significantly hypermutated sequences examined, we wanted to 

investigate the specific G to A changes that are caused by APOBEC3 proteins, 

APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F. In order to further characterize and investigate 

APOBEC3-associated HIV-1 hypermutations, we examined the dinucleotide sequence 

context for the sixteen subjects with proviral hypermutated sequences (Figure 16). Most 

of the G to A nucleotide sequence changes at pol were the result of the original nucleotide 

sequence being a GG or GA on the plus strand of DNA which suggest that there is 

APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F activity involved, as these nucleotide sequences change 

from GG to GA (demonstrates APOBEC3G activity) or AG to AA (demonstrates 

APOBEC3F activity). Based on the analyses of each subject, G to A nucleotide changes 

in the GG dinucleotide context (APOBEC3G activity) were more frequent than G to A 

changes in the GA context (APOBEC3F activity) within an individual, suggesting 

APOBEC3G is the predominant protein functioning in these particular subjects. In subject 

ML2891, however, the GA dinucleotide hypermutation is the only activity observed, 

suggesting that APOBEC3F is the most active editing enzyme in this subject. In all 

sixteen hypermutated subjects, very minimal or no changes occurs at the GT or GC 

dinucleotides meaning that these changes are not associated with APOBEC3G/F function. 

These findings suggest GG to GA (APOBEC3G activity) were the most frequently 

observed G to A changes followed by AG to AA (APOBEC3F activity). The low 

frequency observed in subjects illustrating GT to AT and GC to AC suggest they are due 

to non-APOBEC3G/F activity.  
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Figure 16: Histogram depicting dinucleotide context of G to A hypermutation from 

proviruses in sixteen subjects. The percentage of GG to AG, GA to AA, GC to AC, GT to 

AT occurring at the dinucleotide context is indicated. Hypermutation context for each 

patient was determined through comparison to a consensus sequence of its subtype, using 

Hypermut 2.0. 
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Table 7: Composition of one hundred thirty-four samples infected with HIV-1 subtype 

A1 with non-significantly hypermutated HIV-1 provirus from partial pol sequencing 

(nucleotide positions 4150-4919) 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

ML0874 ML0987 ML1227 ML1211 ML1230 ML1230
*
 

ML1266 ML1410 ML1430 ML1441 ML1529 ML1535 

ML1575 ML1597
*
 ML1597

*
 ML1694 ML1725 ML1731 

ML1740 ML1755 ML1778 ML1862 ML1875 ML1887
*
 

ML1887
*
 ML2008 ML2014 ML2019 ML2039 ML2042 

ML2042 ML2049 ML2052
*
 ML2052

*
 ML2102 ML2108 

ML2126 ML2169 ML2181 ML2203 ML2218
*
 ML2218

*
 

ML2219 ML2252 ML2257 ML2259 ML2297  ML2340
*
 

ML2340
*
 ML2340

*
 ML2360 ML2359

*
 ML2359

*
 ML2391

*
 

ML2391
*
 ML2393 ML2396

*
 ML2396

*
 ML2468 ML2469

*
 

ML2469
*
 ML2487 ML2498 ML2542 ML2563 ML2566

*
 

ML2566
*
 ML2587 ML2601

*
 ML2601

*
 ML2608

*
 ML2608

*
 

ML2612 ML2614 ML2619 ML2622 ML2643 ML2645 

ML2645 ML2682 ML2695 ML2715
*
 ML2715

*
 ML2719 

ML2727
*
 ML2727

*
 ML2742 ML2761

*
 ML2761

*
 ML2763

*
 

ML2763
*
 ML2766

*
 ML2766

*
 ML2768

*
 ML2768

*
 ML2770 

ML2779
*
 ML2779

*
 ML2790 ML2793

*
 ML2801

*
 ML2830 

ML2830
*
 ML2830

*
 ML2843 ML2845 ML2846 ML2846 

ML2855 ML2859 ML2865 ML2871
*
 ML2871

*
 ML2877

*
 

ML2877
*
 ML2895 ML2907

*
 ML2907

*
 ML2907 ML2933 

ML3012
*
 ML3012 ML3012

*
 ML3013 ML3023

*
 ML3023 

ML3023
*
 ML3026 ML3033

*
 ML3033 ML3034 ML3054 

ML3054
*
 ML3054

*
     

*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time. 
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Table 8: Composition of twelve samples infected with HIV-1 subtype C with non-

significantly hypermutated HIV-1 provirus from partial pol sequencing (nucleotide 

positions 4150-4919) 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

ML2254 ML2604 ML2611
*
 ML2611

*
 ML2709 ML2713 

ML2746 ML2890 ML2891 ML2902 ML2918
*
 ML2918

*
 

*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time.  
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Table 9: Composition of forty samples infected with HIV-1 subtype D with non-

significantly hypermutated HIV-1 provirus from partial pol sequencing (nucleotide 

positions 4150-4919) 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

ML1051
*
 ML1051

*
 ML1370

*
 ML1370

*
 ML1649 ML2155 

ML2364 ML2366 ML2403 ML2405 ML2408 ML2449 

ML2518
*
 ML2518

*
 ML2522 ML2569 ML2585

*
 ML2603 

ML2633 ML2732 ML2756
*
 ML2756

*
 ML2767 ML2773 

ML2773 ML2793
*
 ML2793

*
 ML2793

*
 ML2804 ML2814

*
 

ML2818 ML2834 ML2834 ML2889
*
 ML2889

*
 ML2889

*
 

ML2902 ML2912
*
 ML3029 ML2917

*
   

*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time. 
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Table 10: Composition of three samples infected with HIV-1 subtype G with non-

significantly hypermutated HIV-1 provirus from partial pol sequencing (nucleotide 

positions 4150-4919) 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

ML3038 ML3038
*
 ML3038

*
 

*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time. 
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Table 11: Composition of eight samples infected with HIV-1 recombinants with non-

significantly hypermutated HIV-1 provirus from partial pol sequencing (nucleotide 

positions 4150-4919) 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

 

Sample 

ML1625 ML2185
*
 ML2185

*
 ML2264 ML2266 ML2332 

ML2350 ML2797     

*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time. 
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4.1.3 APOBEC3G/F-mediated hypermutation at HIV-1 vpu/env region is  

independent of the hypermutation at the HIV-1 pol region and vice versa 

Subjects with available sample that demonstrated hypermutation at either vpu/env 

(117, 118) or pol region of the proviral HIV-1 genome were selected to further examine 

for hypermutation in the (as yet-unstudied) vpu/env or pol region of the HIV-1 genome. 

The majority of proviral DNA sequences further tested for APOBEC3G/F-mediated 

hypermutation were obtained from the same sampling time point as previous vpu/env or 

pol sequence, with the exception of subjects ML1053, ML1102, ML1857, and ML1957. 

In these subjects, the samples used to provide the proviral DNA were from a different 

time point. The list of subjects used in this study can be found in Table 12.  

Of the twelve subjects for whom we had existing hypermutation data, nine 

subjects did not show APOBEC-mediated hypermutation at both sites of the HIV-1 

genome (Table 13). This is an important finding as it suggests APOBEC-mediated 

hypermutation is independent at different regions of the HIV-1 genome. However, three 

subjects showed proviral hypermutation at both vpu/env and at pol regions of the HIV-1 

genome (proviral DNA sequences of both regions examined matched date and time of 

sample collection). Proviral hypermutation observed in subject ML1578 had both 

detectable APOBEC3G (p = 1.214e
-5

) and APOBEC3F (p = 0.0014) activity at the 

vpu/env site but only APOBEC3G activity (p = 0.0370) at the pol region. This suggests 

that APOBEC3G but not APOBEC3F activity can predominate at both vpu/env and pol 

regions in this particular subject. Another two subjects, ML256 and ML2801, had 
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Table 12: List of subjects where two regions of the HIV-1 genome was examined for 

APOBEC3G/F-mediated hypermutation 

 

Subject Region of previous hypermutation 

detected 

ML256 pol 

ML1053 vpu/env 

ML1102 vpu/env 

ML1578 vpu/env 

ML1592 vpu/env 

ML1847* pol 

ML1847* pol 

ML1857 vpu/env 

ML1957 vpu/env 

ML2503 pol 

ML2503 pol 

ML2645 pol 

ML2766 pol 

ML2801 pol 

ML2814 pol 

ML2818 pol 

ML2818 pol 

ML2862 pol 

ML2871 pol 

ML2885 pol 

ML2891 pol 

ML3033 pol 
*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time. 
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Table 13: Comparison of hypermutated subjects at two different regions of the proviral HIV-1 genome 

Subject ML date 

(mm/dd/year) 

Evidence of 

hypermutation 

in Vpu/Env 

Hypermutation activity 

Total
a
/APOBEC3G

b
/APOBEC3

b
 

Evidence of 

hypermutation in 

Pol 

Hypermutation activity 

Total
a
/APOBEC3G

b
/APOBEC3

b
  

ML256 10/26/2007 Y 0.1071/0.0064/0.7438 Y 0.0094/0.0014/0.2419 

ML1053 05/03/1996 Y 0.0012/6.074e
-05

/0.0644 N 0.9852/1/0.9214 

ML1102 08/29/1995 Y 0.0029/1.466e
-04

/0.1321 N 0.8363/0.8802/0.7581 

ML1578 03/13/1996 Y 0.8124/1.214e-05/0.0014 Y 0.1051/0.0370/0.5711 

ML1857 02/14/1995 Y 1.425e
-04

/1.456e
-04

/0.0038 N 0.8125/1/0.5998 

ML1957 06/04/2002 Y 5.911e
-09

/0.0251/6.44e
-10

 N 0.9579/0.8187/0.9805 

ML2503 06/25/2009 N 0.6187/0.8481/0.4845 Y 1.312e
-09

/1.432e
-09

/1.068e
-05

 

ML2645 07/01/2009 N 0.5475/0.7400/0.4322 Y 0.0013/2.295e
-06

/0.2800 

ML2766 07/16/2007 N 1/1/1 Y 2.972e
-07

/3.119e
-10

/0.0069 

ML2801 06/19/2009 Y 0.0840/0.4436/0.0451 Y 1.327e
-07

/1.791e
-09

/0.0010 

ML2871 06/09/2009 N 0.9795/1/0.8964 Y 0.0868/0.0436/0.0407 

ML3033 07/15/2009 N 0.9086/0.8501/0.9133 Y 0.0632/0.0317/0.3543 
a General APOBEC-type hypermutation using Hypermut 2.0 analysis. Default settings of G to A substitutions with a downstream context of RD, where R is either A or G and D is 

A, T or G. Hypermutated sequences are defined as those with a p-value of <0.05. 
b Hypermut 2.0 analysis for specific APOBEC3G (settings of G to A substitutions with a downstream context of GD) and/or APOBEC3F (settings of G to A substitutions with a 

downstream context of AD) hypermutation. Hypermutated sequences are defined as those with a p-value of <0.05. 

Significant values are highlighted in yellow. ML dates highlighted in grey indicate that vpu/env and pol sequences were from matched dates and time of blood collection, non-

highlighted ML dates that were not closely matched differed between 1-3 years. Subject ML numbers highlighted in turquoise indicate these subjects had proviral hypermutation in 

both vpu/env and pol regions of HIV-1. Data italicized and in bold were obtained from Dr. Allison Land. 
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detectable APOBEC-mediated hypermutation at both the vpu/env and pol regions. 

APOBEC3G was the only hypermutation event detected at both proviral locations in 

ML256. The provirus of ML256 had APOBEC3G-mediated hypermutation at vpu/env 

sequences (p = 0.0064) and at pol sequences (p = 0.0014). The provirus of ML2801 had 

only detectable APOBEC3F-mediated hypermutation at vpu/env (p = 0.0451) and had 

hypermutation at pol sequences due to both APOBEC3G (p = 1.791e
-09

) and APOBEC3F 

activity (p = 0.0010). APOBEC3G activity predominates at both regions of the HIV-1 

genome in two of the three subjects (ML256 and ML1578) (Table 14). APOBEC3F 

activity is only occasionally present (as seen both in ML1578 and ML2801). Subject 

ML2801 showed activities of both APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F, but the differing p 

values suggest the activity of both proteins were not equally represented at both proviral 

locations and the activity of each molecule is independently controlled. 

All other subjects in this group of twelve did not show statistically significant 

values of any type of hypermutation in both regions of HIV-1 proviral genome (pol or 

vpu/env). This suggests that APOBEC3G/F-mediated hypermutation occurring at one 

region is independent of hypermutation at another region of the HIV-1 genome. 
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 Table 14: Three subjects that showed HIV-1 proviral APOBEC3G/F-mediated 

hypermutation at both vpu/env and at pol regions  

Subject Hypermutation at vpu/env Hypermutation at pol 

APOBEC3G APOBEC3F APOBEC3G APOBEC3F 

ML256 Yes No Yes No 

ML1578 Yes Yes Yes No 

ML2801 No Yes Yes Yes 
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4.2 The presence of HIV-1 hypermutation at proviral pol gene correlates with 

higher CD4
+
 T cell counts in HIV-1

+
 Kenyan CSW 

4.2.1 Hypermutation of proviral pol sequences introduces premature stop codons 

To examine the functional effects of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation, we 

examined the coding differences caused by hypermutation. The sixteen proviral 

hypermutated sequences had numerous amino acid substitutions in the pol region of HIV-

1. Often, nucleotide mutations occurred at tryptophan residues where G to A 

hypermutation caused the mRNA to change from a UGG codon to a stop codon (UAG, 

UAA, or UGA), disrupting the function of the gene. Table 15 lists the total number of 

premature stop codons found in the pol region for the sixteen samples with hypermutated 

provirus.  Examples of the introduced amino acid and in-frame stop codon mutations are 

provided in Figure 17. These results suggest that premature stop codons mediated by 

APOBEC3G/F hypermutation could potentially lead to defective progeny virus. And that 

APOBEC3G/F mediates high levels of amino acid variants that could be defective in 

function. 
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Table 15: Number of premature stop codons present throughout the pol gene from 

sixteen samples with hypermutated pol proviruses 

Samples Sequence length No. of premature stop codons 

ML1847
*
 707 43 

ML1847
*
 707 43 

ML2503
*
 707 56 

ML2503
*
 1765 139 

ML256 707 46 

ML2585 707 44 

ML2645 1765 122 

ML2766 707 54 

ML2801 707 53 

ML2814 707 43 

ML2818 707 43 

ML2818 707 42 

ML2862 707 46 

ML2871 707 45 

ML2891 707 47 

ML3033 707 44 
*
Sequences were obtained from multiple time points to observe if hypermutation activity changes over time. 
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Figure 17: Nucleotide and protein coding of sixteen samples with significantly hypermutated proviruses at HIV-1 pol. The upper 

panel illustrates the nucleotide positions 364 to 459 (chosen randomly) from each sample. The bottom panel illustrates protein residues 

(position 122 to 153) from the same sixteen samples. The top line at the upper and bottom panels illustrates the nucleotide consensus 

sequence and protein consensus, respectively. Identical sequence/protein residues are indicated with a dot (
.
); unknown residues are 

indicated with a question mark (?); while coding changes are shown with either a nucleotide or a one-letter amino acid code. Premature 

stop codons located in the protein residue are indicated with an asterisk (*). All G to A nucleotide substitutions in the upper consensus 

panel are highlighted in yellow, while all the stop codons in the bottom panel of the protein context are highlighted in yellow.  
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4.2.2 Proviral pol sequences correlate with CD4
+
 T cell counts 

As APOBEC-mediated hypermutation may lead to non-functional proviruses, we 

investigated if there is a difference in disease progression as determined by CD4
+
 T cell 

counts in subjects with significant hypermutated and non-hypermutated proviruses. We 

examined the CD4
+
 T cell counts at the time the samples for pol sequences were taken 

and compared the mean CD4
+ 

T cell counts between those who had hypermutation and 

those who did not. In Figure 18, CD4
+ 

T cell counts for subjects (n=16) with 

hypermutated provirus were significantly higher than subjects with non-hypermutated 

provirus (n=219, p-value = 0.0388). This suggests that host factors such as APOBEC3 

proteins may be playing an important role in protection against disease progression as 

overall hypermutated sequences correlated with a higher CD4
+
 T cell counts. 

After observing that there is a clear relationship between CD4
+
 T cell counts and 

significantly hypermutated provirus in the pol region of HIV-1 and vice versa, we wanted 

to examine the entire sequence data set to determine if the relationship persists (Figure 

19). The CD4
+
 T cell counts and adenine proportion (which can be used as an overall 

measure of APOBEC3 activity) were correlated in an unbiased case-wise comparison for 

subjects with available CD4
+
 T cell counts (n = 235). The proviral adenine proportion and 

CD4
+
 T cell counts correlated strongly (p < 0.0001), but with a weak r-value of 0.05. 

This set of data shows that there is a significant association between disease 

progression (in terms of CD4
+ 

T cell counts) between two sets of groups - subjects with 

hypermutated proviruses in pol and those with non-hypermutated proviruses. This  
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Figure 18: Association of higher CD4
+
 count with hypermutated proviral DNA 

sequences in pol. CD4
+
 counts are compared between subjects with hypermutated 

proviral DNA sequences and subjects without hypermutated proviral DNA sequences. 

Groups are compared by a Mann-Whitney test (p = 0.0388).  The height of the bar 

indicates the mean, and the error bar represents the standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 19: Correlation of adenine proporation in the pol region of proviral HIV-1 with 

CD4
+ 

T cell counts from 235 subjects. Each data point represents one subject. The 

adenine proportion and CD4
+
 T cell counts were correlated strongly, but weakly with a 

correlation coefficient, r = 0.05 and a p–value < 0.001. 
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confirms previous data from women in the Pumwani CSW cohort (118), suggesting that 

APOBEC3 activity in women from this cohort may play a protective role in disease 

progression. 

All sixteen subjects with HIV-1 proviral hypermutation in pol showed statistically 

significant values of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation (Table 6). This results in a 

disruption in pol due to the nucleotide G to A substitutions. Amino acid mutations and 

premature stop codons are introduced into the coding region of mRNA leading to 

defective provirus. When these subjects were examined in relation to HIV-1 disease 

progression, they showed higher CD4
+
 T cell counts than subjects with non-hypermutated 

proviruses. This strongly suggests that HIV-1 disease progression is related to APOBEC-

mediated proviral hypermutation.  
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4.3 HIV-1
+ 

women with hypermutation at the proviral HIV-1 genome (env, pol, 

and vpu) have increased APOBEC3G expression 

 

4.3.1 Rationale 

A subset of women from the Pumwani CSW cohort demonstrated hypermutation 

in vpu/env or pol of the proviral HIV-1 genome in PBMCs. Theoretically; this could be 

due to higher endogenous APOBEC3G protein expression. If these subjects have 

increased APOBEC3G protein expression and overwhelm the activity of Vif (which 

counteracts APOBEC3G); this could lead to higher levels of hypermutation in these 

subjects. The purpose of this experiment was to observe, ex vivo; the expression levels of 

endogenous APOBEC3G from subjects with hypermutated proviral sequences compared 

to those with non-hypermutated sequences. A total of twenty subjects who were 

demonstrated to have hypermutated (n = 12) and non-hypermutated (n = 8) proviruses 

were analyzed for endogenous APOBEC3G and Vif protein expression from PBMCs by 

Western blot analysis (Table 16). 
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Table 16: PBMC list of subjects 

Subjects Infection 

subtype 

Significantly 

hypermutated at pol 

Significantly 

hypermutated 

at vpu/env 

Region of 

hypermutation 

examined 

ML1102 D Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML1230 A1 Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML1592 A1 Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML1847 A1 Not determined Yes pol 

ML1857 C Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML1970 A1 Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML1975 A1 Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML2019 C Yes Not determined vpu/env 

ML2503 A1 Not determined Yes pol 

ML2645 A1 Not determined Yes pol 

ML2713 C No -- -- 

ML2715 A1 No -- -- 

ML2761 A1 No -- -- 

ML2763 A1 No -- -- 

ML2766 A1 Not determined Yes pol 

ML2767 D No -- -- 

ML2768 A1 No -- -- 

ML2770 A1 No -- -- 

ML2779 A1 No -- -- 

ML2818 A1 Not determined Yes pol 
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4.3.2 Ex vivo expression of HIV-1 Vif and endogenous APOBEC3G proteins in 

PBMCs of HIV-1
+ 

women with APOBEC-mediated vpu/env/pol hypermutation 

 To test if subjects with proviral hypermutated DNA sequences had increased 

APOBEC3G and/or decreased Vif expression, protein was isolated from PBMCs from 

subjects in Table 16 and examined by Western blot (Figure 20). A set of controls were 

first established to illustrate that the antibodies, vif2222-vif809 and ApoC17, were able to 

specifically bind Vif and APOBEC3G proteins, respectively. Our controls were set up in 

a transfection system as follows: untransfected HEK 293 T cells, HEK 293 T cells 

transfected with the expression vector pcDNA-HVif (expressed only wt Vif protein), 

HEK 293 T cells transfected with the expression vector pCMV-HA (expressed only wt 

APOBEC3G protein), and HEK 293 T cells transfected with both expression vectors 

pcDNA-HVif (expressed wt Vif protein) and pCMV-HA (expressed wt APOBEC3G 

protein),  (Lanes 1-4). Based on Figure 20, untransfected HEK 293 T cells did not show 

any protein expression at either 46 kDa or 23 kDa the molecular weight of APOBEC3G 

and Vif, respectively (Lane 4). Transfected whole cell lysates of wt Vif and wt 

APOBEC3G alone illustrated appropriate bands at the 23kDa and 46 kDa markers, 

respectively (Lanes 2 and 3). Finally, HEK 293 T cells that were co-transfected with 

pCMV-HA and the pcDNA-HVif expression vectors showed two different products 

(Lane 1) – with a strong band seen at 23 kDa marker and a weaker APOBEC3G 

expression at 46 kDa. Based on the above results, the wt controls show strong band 

intensities illustrating the specificity of antibodies, vif2222-vif809 and ApoC17. HEK 

293 T cells do not express endogenous APOBEC3G hence; it is why we do not observe 

any expression of proteins when antibodies are immunoblotted against Vif or 
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Figure 20: APOBEC3G and Vif expression in PBMC cell lysates. Frozen PBMCs were 

lysed with RIPA lysis buffer.  Whole cell lysates were collected to detect Vif and 

APOBEC3G expression. All samples were subjected to reducing on a 4-12% SDS-PAGE 

gradient gel and immunoblotted for detection of Vif using primary antibodies anti-vif809 

(1:1000) and anti-vif2221 (1:000) in a 1:1 ratio. Membrane was also immunoblotted for 

APOBEC3G using anti-ApoC17 (1:14000) and β-actin (1:7500). Controls (labelled in 

blue) shown in lanes 1-4 illustrating appropriate antibodies are able to detect proteins of 

interest. Subjects with hypermutated proviruses labelled in red and non-hypermutated 

proviruses labelled in black as indicated on top of blot. Lanes labelled from 1-24 as 

indicated at bottom of blot. This is representative of one independent experiment.
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APOBEC3G proteins. The cytoskeleton protein, actin was used as a comparison to 

confirm that each sample had equal amounts of protein loaded into wells. This experiment 

could only be conducted once as obtaining PBMCs from subjects in the laboratory were 

difficult to obtain due to lack of sample availability.  

Ex vivo, we measured endogenous APOBEC3G and endogenous Vif proteins in 

PBMCs from infected subjects to illustrate the protein expression differences in subjects 

with hypermutated (n=12) and non-hypermutated (n=8) proviruses. Detectable 

APOBEC3G expression was observed in the majority of samples and the level of 

endogenous APOBEC3G varied strongly between subjects with and without 

hypermutation at the HIV-1 genome. Some subjects had no detectable levels of 

endogenous APOBEC3G. In subjects with hypermutated proviruses, the majority of 

subjects (10/12) had detectable endogenous APOBEC3G (Lanes 5-12, 14, and 15) while 

in a few subjects (2/12) endogenous APOBEC3G was undetectable (Lanes 13 and 16). In 

subjects with non-hypermutated proviruses, endogenous APOBEC3G was undetectable 

for the majority of subjects (5/8) (Lanes 17-19, 21 and 23). There are a few subjects such 

as ML2779, ML2713, and ML2767 (Lanes 20, 22, and 24) who were observed to have 

detectable APOBEC3G expression (3/8). To determine whether there was a significant 

difference between expected and observed frequencies of our two groups of subjects 

(those with hypermutated provirus versus those with non-hypermutated provirus at either 

vpu/env or pol) we conducted an analysis by chi-square test. Based on the above results, 

we found that there was a significant difference observed between the two groups with a 

p-value of 0.03 with a chi-square value of 4.432 and one degree of freedom. 
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 Strong band intensities at 46 kDa were detected in 33% in subjects with 

hypermutated proviruses. These subjects had the highest level of endogenous 

APOBEC3G expression (Lanes 6, 7, 11, and 14). There was moderate endogenous 

APOBEC3G expression in 17% of subjects with hypermutated provirus (Lanes 5 and 12), 

while the rest had low levels of endogenous APOBEC3G (Lanes 8, 10, 13, and 15). In 

subjects with non-hypermutated proviruses, 38% had the high level of endogenous 

APOBEC3G expression, similar to subjects with hypermutated proviruses (Lanes 20, 22, 

and 24). One subject (13%) demonstrated very low levels of APOBEC3G (Lane 23). The 

remainder of subjects (50%) had non-detectable levels of endogenous APOBEC3G 

(Lanes 17-19, and 21). This data suggests that subjects with non-hypermutated provirus 

may not express detectable levels of endogenous APOBEC3G proteins or it may be 

present at extremely low levels that cannot be detected by Western blot.  

Next, we determined the levels of Vif expression by infected, hypermutated and 

non-hypermutated PBMC samples. The Western blot showed that endogenous Vif 

proteins were expressed in most subjects from both groups at varying levels (Table 17, 

fourth column). By visualizing the data, endogenous Vif seems to have higher expression 

in subjects with non-hypermutated proviruses when compared to subjects with 

hypermutated proviruses. To determine if this is the case, we conducted a chi-square 

analysis and found no association between Vif expression and hypermutated provirus (p = 

0.4190). The large variation in Vif expression made it difficult to establish a relationship 

between Vif expression and functional interactions with APOBEC3G. Thus, trying to 

understand the ability of endogenous Vif to degrade APOBEC3G and draw conclusions 
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Table 17: The effect of endogenous Vif protein expression of subjects on degradation of 

endogenous APOBEC3G protein 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject 

 

Strength of 

APOBEC3G 

expression
*
 

 

Strength of Vif 

expression
*
 

 

Detectable ability 

of Vif to degrade 

APOBEC3G 

 

 

 

 

Hypermutated 

provirus 

 

ML2503 

 

(+) 

 

(-) 

 

No 

ML2818 (+++) (-) No 

ML2645 (+++) (+) No 

ML2766 (+) (++) Yes 

ML1975 (+) (+) Yes 

ML1847 (+) (+) Yes 

ML1857 (+++) (+) No 

ML1592 (++) (++) No 

ML1230 (-) (+) Yes 

ML2019 (+++) (+) No 

ML1102 (+) (+++) Some 

ML1970 (-) (+++) Yes 

 

 

Non-

hypermutated 

provirus 

 

ML2761 

 

(-) 

 

(+++) 

 

Yes 

ML2763 (-) (+) Yes 

ML2715 (-) (+++) Yes 

ML2779 (+++) (++) No 

ML2768 (-) (+) Yes 

ML2713 (++) (+) No 

ML2770 (-) (-) Maybe 

ML2767 (+++) (-) No 

*
The strength of expression from subjects with Vif and/or wt APOBEC3G protein is denoted by a negative 

sign (-) or a positive sign (+). The (-) sign represents low and/or weak expression of protein. The (+), (++), 

and (+++) signs represents low to moderate to highest protein expression. 
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about its expression in the hypermutated proviral and non-hypermutated proviral group is 

problematic. Table 17 illustrates the protein expression patterns of both endogenous 

proteins. Theoretically, we would expect subjects with hypermutated provirus to have low 

or dysfunctional Vif expression and an impaired ability degrade endogenous APOBEC3G 

and we should observe more endogenous APOBEC3G expression. However, our data 

indicates that 50% of subjects in both groups reflect this situation. It is difficult determine 

a relationship between Vif and APOBEC3G due to the variability existing between the 

virus (Vif) expression or the host APOBEC3G expression. 

 

4.4  In vitro expression of HIV-1 Vif in subjects with vpu/env hypermutation was 

reduced compared to non-hypermutated subjects  

4.4.1 Rationale  

 A subset of women in the Pumwani CSW cohort were found to have statistically 

significant (p value < 0.05) high levels of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation at the 

vpu/env region of proviral HIV-1 genome.  While the majority of HIV
+
 women of the 

same cohort exhibited relatively low levels of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation. These 

observations led us to speculate that HIV-1 Vif proteins present in subjects with 

significantly high level of hypermutation may be deficient in its ability to fully restrict 

APOBEC3G function. When, vif sequences from subjects with hypermutated and non-

hypermutated proviruses were sequenced (by Dr. Allison Land) there did not appear to be 

any obvious differences in sequences in regions thought to be important in Vif function 

(Figure 21).  However, any sequence variation may cause functional differences in the 

ability of Vif proteins to bind APOBEC3G proteins. Whether the Vif protein expression 
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or function differs between the two groups of subjects was tested in an in vitro model 

system. 

A total of six vif constructs were available (vif sequences cloned into SCMV-IN 

expression plasmids). Three vif construct were cloned from subjects that had significantly 

high levels of hypermutation in the vpu/env genes; and another three vif constructs were 

cloned from HIV
+
 subjects that did not have hypermutation in the vpu/env genes.  All six 

subjects were shown to lack significant APOBEC-mediated hypermutation at the vif 

region of HIV-1 genome (Table 18).  

 

4.4.2 Verification of plasmid construct by restriction enzyme digestion 

The correct size of vif and APOBEC3G inserts in the purified plasmids were 

verified using restriction digests with the two restriction enzymes pst I and xba I (Figure 

22). All plasmids contained inserts of the expected size. The inserts were sequenced by 

Dr. Allison Land. 
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Figure 21: Comparison of vif sequences with subjects that have hypermutated and non-

hypermutated HIV-1 proviral vpu/env sequences (117). The consensus sequence for the 

upper and bottom panel can be found on the top line of each panel; matched sequence 

residues are indicated with (-), one-letter amino acid code denote non-identical residues. 

Multiple DNA nucleotides in the corresponding codon are denoted with an “X” indicating 

ambiguous residues. Hypermutated sequences (ML1592, ML1970, and ML1975) and 

non-hypermutated sequences (ML1418, ML1481, and ML1868) were cloned into the 

vector, SCMV-IN, by Dr. Allison Land. Plasmids were kindly donated by Dr. Land. 

Sequences from subjects used in this study are highlighted in yellow. Figure was 

reproduced (slight modifications made to original) with permission from Dr. Allison Land 

on January 21, 2011. 
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Table 18: Patient list and proviral HIV-1 hypermutation characteristics at vpu/env and vif 

Subject
a 

Significant 

hypermutation 

in vpu/env 
a 

Vpu/env 

hypermut 

significance
a 

Significant 

hypermutation 

in vif
a 

Vif hypermut 

significance
a 

ML1418 

 

No 0.2984 

 

No 0.511 

ML1481 

 

No 0.6066 

 

No 0.798 

ML1592 

 

Yes 2.660 x 10
-10

 No 0.974 

ML1868 

 

No 0.3946 

 

No 0.979 

ML1970 

 

Yes 0.0058 No 0.971 

ML1975 Yes 8.894 x 10
-5

 No 1 
a
Table adapted from Dr. Allison M. Land (117). Table was modified from the thesis titled: "The role of 

HIV-1 recombination and APOBEC3F/G-mediated hypermutation in HIV-1 pathogenesis." Permission 

obtained from Dr. Allison Land on January 21, 2011. 
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Figure 22: 1% agarose gel of pst I and xba I digest of expression vectors containing the 

vif and APOBEC3G insert. Expression vectors demonstrate that all inserts were of correct 

length and present in vector. Lane 1, DNA ladder; lanes 2-7 vif inserts shown at 700 bp 

and SCMV-IN vector without vif insert (5 kb) from different subjects; lane 8 

APOBEC3G shown at 1 kb and pCMV-IN without APOBEC3G insert. 
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4.4.3 Co-expression of wt APOBEC3G with HIV-1 Vif, isolated from subjects with 

HIV-1 vpu/env proviral hypermutation-mediated by APOBEC: vif isolated from 

subjects with or without hypermutation had similar effects on wt APOBEC3G 

expression 

A set of controls were first established to confirm that our transfection system was 

in working order and it was tested by Western blot (Figure 23). As described in section 

4.3.2, the plasmids, pcDNA-HVif and pCMV-HA, were used as controls and were (co-) 

transfected into HEK 293 T cells to illustrate that the antibodies specifically bind to wt 

Vif and wt APOBEC3G proteins. Untransfected HEK 293 T cells did not show any 

protein expression at either the 46 kDa or 23 kDa mark (Lane 4). HEK 293 T cells do not 

express endogenous APOBEC3G. The structural protein glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as an index comparison to confirm that equal amount 

of protein was loaded into the wells. This experiment was done in triplicates and each 

experiment produced the same results in all three occasions.  

All six HIV-1 Vif constructs were transfected into HEK 293 T cells (2 ug plasmid 

DNA). All six HIV-1 Vif constructs showed reduced level of expression (Lanes 5, 7, 9, 

11, 13, and 15) compared to the wt Vif construct (pcDNA-HVif) (Lane 1). Detectable Vif 

expression was observed except for ML1418 (Lane 5) and ML1868 (Lane 11) where the 

expression level of Vif constructs, was barely detectable. Thus it seemed to appear that 

there was higher Vif expression in subjects with hypermutated provirus than non-

hypermutated provirus at vpu/env of HIV-1 genome. Expression of the vif constructs 

from ML1592, ML1970, and ML1975 was slightly higher than ML1418, ML1481, and 

ML1868 non-hypermutated provirus. As previously mentioned,  
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Figure 23: Expression of wt Vif, subject Vifs, and APOBEC3G proteins. HEK 293 T 

cells were transfected with wt vif, wt APOBEC3G, subject vifs alone, and co-transfected 

with wt APOBEC3G and appropriate subject Vif. Whole cell lysates were collected to 

detect Vif and APOBEC3G proteins. All samples were subjected to reducing on a 4-12% 

SDS-PAGE gradient gel and immunoblotted for detection of Vif using primary antibodies 

anti-vif809 (1:1000) and anti-vif2221 (1:000) in a 1:1 ratio. Membrane was also 

immunoblotted for APOBEC3G using anti-ApoC17 (1:14000) and anti-GAPDH 

(1:1000). Samples as indicated on top of blot and lane numbers indicated on bottom of 

blot. Samples marked with asterisk (*) and labelled in red represent subjects with 

hypermutated provirus at vpu/env (ML1592, ML1970, and ML1975). Samples labelled in 

black represent subjects with non-hypermutated provirus at vpu/env (ML1418, ML1481, 

and ML1868). Samples in blue represent controls for this study. This is representative of 

three independent experiments. 
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HEK 293 T cells do not express APOBEC3G and hence, when (co-)/transfected with the 

expression plasmid pCMV-HA (1 ug plasmid DNA), wt APOBEC3G was expressed at 

high levels.  

When the effect of wt Vif on wt APOBEC3G expression was observed in 

combination with wt Vif and compared to the expression of wt APOBEC3G alone, it was 

obvious that the expression of wt Vif substantially reduced the expression of wt 

APOBEC3G (Lanes 2 vs. Lane 3).  Vif from subjects with non-hypermutated vpu/env 

provirus (ML1418 and ML1868) had no effect on wt APOBEC3G expression (Lanes 6 

and 12), while APOBEC3G expression in ML1481 was reduced a significant amount 

(Lane 8). Vif from hypermutated provirus in subject ML1592 knocked down 

APOBEC3G expression moderately (Lane 10), while ML1970 did not reduce 

APPOBEC3G expression at all (Lane 14), and the APOBEC3G from ML1975 was 

knocked down substantially from this patient. Here we can conclude that the ability of Vif 

to degrade APOBEC3G varied independent of test group (summarized in Table 19). 

Four of the six Vif variants that were cloned into SCMV-IN expression vectors 

gave similar expression levels of Vif protein when compared to one another (with the 

exception of ML1418 and ML1868). Even though the expression of Vif protein was 

reduced in each subject versus the wt control, there was an apparent ability of Vif from 

some subjects in both groups to inhibit or degrade APOBEC3G expression. However this 

was inconsistent and could be affected by differences in Vif expression, APOBEC3G 
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Table 19: The effect of Vif protein expression of subjects on degradation of wt 

APOBEC3G protein 

 Subject Strength of Vif 

expression
*
 

Strength of 

APOBEC3G 

expression
*
 

Detectable ability 

of Vif to degrade 

APOBEC3G 

 

 

Vif from non-

hypermutated 

vpu/env HIV-1 

provirus 

 

ML1418 

 

(-) 

 

(+++) 

 

No 

 

ML1481 

 

(++) 

 

(+) 

 

Yes 

 

ML1868 

 

 

(-) 

 

(+++) 

 

No 

 

 

Vif from 

hypermutated 

vpu/env HIV-1 

provirus 

 

ML1592 

 

(+) 

 

(++) 

 

Maybe 

 

ML1970 

 

(++) 

 

(+++) 

 

No 

 

ML1975 

 

 

(++) 

 

 

(-) 

 

Yes 

*
The strength of expression from subjects with Vif and/or wt APOBEC3G protein is denoted by a negative 

sign (-) or a positive sign (+). The (-) sign represents low and/or weak expression of protein. The (+), (++), 

and (+++) signs represents low to moderate to highest protein expression.  
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expression or both. When comparing the protein co-expression of Vif and wt 

APOBEC3G in each subject to one another, there seems to be some striking variability in 

wt APOBEC3G expression between the subjects making it difficult to detect any effect of 

Vif from subjects with hypermutated or non-hypermutated provirus on APOBEC3G 

expression. 

 

5.0 Discussion 

The incorporation of the host HIV-1 restriction factors, APOBEC3G and 

APOBEC3F, into HIV-1 virions leads to the editing of viral genomic DNA. These 

nucleotide substitutions alter the amino acid sequences and sometimes lead to premature 

stop codons in the resulting protein. The effects of cytidine deamination of viral genomic 

DNA maybe critically important in understanding HIV-1 disease progression, but this is 

still heavily debated in the literature. Not only may cytidine deamination play a 

significant role in disease progression but the interaction between HIV-1 Vif and 

APOBEC3G/F proteins are essential in understanding the role of HIV-1 pathogenesis. 

However, the mechanism of interaction between HIV-1 Vif and APOBEC3 proteins are 

still unclear and even though there are several reports on the antiviral roles of APOBEC3 

proteins on HIV-1, the mechanisms between host and virus interaction need to be studied 

more extensively to understand what is happening at the molecular as well as the host 

level. 
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5.1 Sequencing data suggest that hypermutation at HIV-1 proviral pol region is 

mediated by APOBEC3G/F: the significance 

 By examining hypermutation in sequences of pol from the Pumwani CSW cohort, 

we were able to show that sixteen out of two hundred forty-one subjects or 7% of all 

sequences demonstrated statistically significant effects of cytidine deaminase activity. 

Previous literature show that overall 5-12% patient sequences exhibit hypermutation 

(146, 151, 195). A study conducted by Piantadosi et al. compared single-copy gag 

sequences based on viral subtypes and found a total of 9.2% of all sequences observed 

were hypermutated (43/465 sequences). Hypermutation appears to vary from patient to 

patient as a study by Gandhi et al. observed that individuals on HAART treatment have a 

greater cytidine deaminase activity (hypermutation) of 4-48% in gag (64), while the same 

study indicated that one elite suppressor (individuals who are able to maintain an 

undetectable viral load) had more than 80% of its genome hypermutated (64). Vázquez-

Pérez et al. observed individuals who had low viral loads when compared to HIV
+
 

individuals and their sequences were hypermutated 8.86% and 7.9%, respectively (196). 

This suggests that individuals with low viral loads have increased rates of hypermutation. 

Furthermore, this study showed that increased APOBEC3G mRNA expression was 

positively correlated with G to A nucleotide substitution (Rho = 0.43, p = 0.0226) (196). 

This suggests that hypermutation may play a role in controlling viremia and thus disease 

progression.  

Similar to our findings, others have also observed hypermutation in other proviral 

sequences of HIV-1 gag, env, nef, vif, LTR (39, 64, 106, 151, 191) and only a few studies 

have conducted analysis on near full-length genomes (9, 107, 189). Ulenga et al. 
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conducted proviral hypermutation studies on three regions of the HIV-1 genome (gag, 

env, and vif) from twenty-nine patients and found varying levels of G to A 

hypermutations at each site (18%, 15%, and 22%, respectively) (191). Land et al. 

conducted proviral hypermutation studies in HIV-1 vpu/env region from women in CSW 

cohort and found 5% of patients (13/240) had hypermutation in this region (118), while 

this thesis showed that 7% of all patients (16/241) from the same cohort had proviral 

hypermutation in the last 705 bases of pol.  These three studies are in agreement with the 

study conducted by Suspene et al. that hypermutation differs in specific HIV-1 genes and 

supports the idea that hypermutation occurs at different rates along the HIV-1 genome 

(189).  

This thesis has only focussed on partial pol sequencing; it would be useful to 

conduct sequencing on the full length of HIV-1 pol, as this may identify more subjects 

with proviral hypermutation. This would increase the number of subjects with full-length 

proviral pol hypermutation as the majority of the gene is found in the upper portion of the 

twin gradients (demonstrating very active APOBEC activity) as shown by Suspene et al. 

in Figure 9 (189). Kijak et al. conducted full-length proviral hypermutation studies on 

twenty-four patients and found that the level of hypermutation along the HIV-1 genome 

varied among patients who had hypermutation (75% or 18/24 patients had hypermutation 

across the genome) (107). Kijak et al. observed these eighteen patients were in agreement 

with Suspene et al. study that twin peaks were observed in hypermutated proviral 

sequences, not exactly at the same nucleotide positions but relatively close (between 

nucleotide position 3000-4000 and again at  nucleotide position 7000-9000) (107). 

Unfortunately, this group was unable to state the percentage of G to A hypermutation in 
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each region of HIV-1; however they noted that hypermutation was lowest in HIV-1 gag 

and the hypermutation steadily increased till the RNaseH domain in HIV-1 pol (107). 

This suggests that examining full-length genome sequences may be a better option to 

evaluate for APOBEC-mediated hypermutation as this would better identify genome-

wide hypermutation rates. Conducting full-length hypermutation studies across the 

genome would be more favourable rather than the examination of one or few regions of 

the HIV-1 genome as it would benefit a better evaluation of the relationship between 

hypermutation and HIV-1 disease progression. 

 The results shown in Table 6 suggest that the majority of subjects with 

hypermutated provirus had overall evidence of general hypermutation when using the 

Hypermut 2.0 tool. We have found that some subjects do demonstrate statistically 

significant evidence of hypermutation overall and APOBEC3G or APOBEC3F 

hypermutation, but rarely both. The importance of this does not mean that both enzymes 

would act equally on a virus. For example, a subject may express higher levels of one 

protein than the other, or the virus may encode a Vif protein that is able to better 

counteract one APOBEC3 protein over the others. Also, there are instances where overall 

(general) hypermut significance is valid, but neither APOBEC3G nor APOBEC3F is 

significant. This may be due to the possibility that the program counts more events in 

terms of its dinucleotide context (GG and GA contexts). When enzyme activity is split 

between the two proteins, significance is lost. The general hypermut value calculates all 

known G to A changes in the particular region that is being examined (GG to GA, GA to 

AA, GC to AC, and GT to AT), hence this includes APOBEC3 protein activity (GG to 

GA, GA to AA) and mutations that are not APOBEC3 related which are caused by the 
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dinucleotide contexts of GC to AC, and GT to AT  (112). In turn, if only general 

hypermut significance warrants over APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F then adenine 

substitutions are likely due to other factors than APOBEC3 proteins.  

 

5.2 The presence of hypermutation at HIV-1 proviral pol region correlates with 

higher CD4
+
 T cell counts: the significance in disease progression 

APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F activity may play a role in affecting HIV-1 disease 

progression (118, 146), and they have also been hypothesized to play role in resistance to 

infection due to its polymorphic variations (143). Previous data from our group showed 

that a subset of HIV-1
+ 

women (n=13) with detectable hypermutation activity in vpu/env 

had significantly higher CD4
+
 T cell counts (p = 0.0052) than other subjects who did not 

have hypermutation (n=184) in the vpu/env region (118). Our group further investigated 

the entire data set of subjects to see if adenine proportion (an overall measure of 

APOBEC activity) correlated with CD4
+
 T cell counts and found a significant correlation 

(r = 0.1411, p = 0.042) (118).  It has been established that CD4
+
 T cell counts can be a 

good marker in predicting disease progression of HIV
+
 individuals. Numerous studies 

have used CD4
+
 T cell counts as a reliable method in describing disease progression when 

comparing hypermutated sequences (97, 118, 144, 151, 162). The CD4
+
 T cell counts 

between subjects with hypermutated and non-hypermutated proviral DNA sequences in 

HIV-1 pol were elevated in those with increased hypermutated provirus (p = 0.0388). 

This suggests that host factors such as APOBEC3G-mediated hypermutation may be 

playing an important role in protection, as subjects with overall hypermutated proviral 

sequences have a higher CD4
+
 T cell count and higher CD4

+
 T cell counts suggests a 
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healthier status.   

In addition to CD4
+ 

T cell counts as an indicator for predicting disease 

progression, other studies have used a second marker, viral load, to measure the level of 

viremia in plasma samples of subjects. The methods used to examine a relationship 

between disease progression and APOBEC activity include: measuring mRNA levels of 

APOBEC3G by RT-PCR (144, 162), examining protein expression levels, and calculating 

the evidence of APOBEC-mediated hypermutation (the last two markers were examined 

in this thesis). Jin et al. were the first group to correlate APOBEC3G mRNA levels to 

both viral load data and to CD4
+
 T cell counts (97). They were able to show that 

APOBEC3G mRNA levels were positively correlated to CD4
+
 T cell counts and that an 

inverse relationship existed between APOBEC3G mRNA levels and viral load (97). 

Unfortunately, our laboratory does not routinely capture viral load data due to cost 

considerations. A study by Land et al. showed that there were no correlations between 

viral loads of hypermutated and non-hypermutated subjects (but viral load data was not 

conducted on fresh samples), while another study by Ulenga et al. published in the same 

year showed no relationship between viral loads and G to A hypermutations (118, 191). 

Based on the above studies and many other published literature, there seems to be some 

controversy in developing a linkage between HIV-1 proviral hypermutation and disease 

progression. However, data from this thesis provides confirmatory data that HIV-1 

proviral APOBEC-mediated hypermutation does associate with CD4
+
 T cell counts. 

The majority of studies examining proviral hypermutation tend to look at only two 

or three of the variables (APOBEC, CD4 T cell counts, and viral load). There still seems 

to be conflicting data between different studies and therefore the scientific community 
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cannot come to a clear conclusion about APOBEC3G/F in playing a role in HIV-1 disease 

progression. This may be due to patient-to-patient variability and leans to the 

confounding possibility that numerous other host factors are playing a role in disease 

progression. If we were able to account for both viral load and CD4
+
 T cell data in our 

study, we could come to a more specific conclusion regarding HIV-1 disease progression 

in hypermutated subjects. Further studies for this set of subjects should determine the 

level of circulating virus as this may be an important factor in assessing a correlation 

between hypermutation and non-hypermutated subjects. Finally, it would also be 

interesting to see what the APOBEC3G mRNA levels are in these subjects. Analyzing all 

three variables will give a stronger and more conclusive answer in the role of 

hypermutation in disease progression. 

 

5.3 The presence of hypermutation at HIV-1 proviral vpu/env region is 

independent of that at the pol region: possible mechanisms and significance 

Previous findings from our lab found hypermutation in vpu/env region from 

proviral HIV-1 DNA. We determined if individuals demonstrate significant 

hypermutation at both the vpu/env and the pol region. Based on sample availability, some 

subjects were sequenced twice at the two different regions - the pol and vpu/env and we 

found that there did not appear to be significant shared hypermutation patterns between 

vpu/env/pol and vice versa. Only three subjects out of twelve did show significant 

proviral hypermutations at both vpu/env and pol regions of the HIV-1 genome. The entire 

vpu/env region was sequenced in all subjects of this study, however only partial pol 

sequencing (the last 705 bp of the gene) was conducted in these subjects. Subject 
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ML2503 was one of two subjects that underwent near full length pol sequencing (out of a 

total of twenty-eight subjects) that had proviral hypermutation. This suggests that if we 

were able to get longer sequence data from HIV-1 pol, we may see a better correlation 

between hypermutation at multiple sites. Due to difficulties such as time constrains, 

length of gene, and success rate associated with near full-length sequencing of pol (2 kb 

in length), we focussed on partial sequencing of pol (705 bp in length). It is unfortunate 

that few subjects were available to conduct near full length pol sequencing at the time of 

study and we were unable to obtain samples from the same subjects at multiple time 

points to use for partial pol sequencing to see if hypermutation persists. However this 

particular subject, ML2503, did show hypermutation from earlier partial pol sequencing. 

This suggests that full length sequencing may be the better option to properly examine 

APOBEC-mediated hypermutation. 

It is possible that the rates of hypermutation in different regions along the HIV-1 

genome are indeed independent from one another. As discussed in section one of this 

thesis, Suspene et al. suggested that G to A hypermutation varied across the HIV-1 

genome due to the time it remained ss during viral DNA replication (189). Another study 

conducted by Yu et al. observed varying levels of G residue changes in different regions 

of the HIV-1 genome. They observed that G to A nucleotide changes were the lowest and 

highest at the 5' and 3' end of the genome, respectively (211). This was in agreement with 

studies conducted by Suspene et al.(189) that gradients were established in the HIV-1 

genome and it has been suggested that the gradients observed for regions of 

hypermutation were the result of evolution (211). Our data suggests that hypermutation is 

absent in some while detectable in other regions of HIV-1, independent of position or 
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gradient along the genome; however these findings are likely much more complicated due 

to other biological factors involved.  

There are caveats to our data. We were unable to obtain exact sample dates from 

all subjects that had previous sequence analysis for vpu/env hypermutation. The sample 

dates for some subjects that had vpu/env proviral hypermutated DNA was different 

compared to the patient samples examined at the time of the study. However all samples 

were collected +/- 2 years from original sampling date.  Out of a total 13 hypermutated 

vpu/env proviral DNA subjects from previous study, we were able to date-matched 

samples for half of these subjects due to limited sample availability. Also, generating 

PCR amplicons from some samples of subjects that were obtained for the present study 

(but could not be used) had undergone several cycles of freeze-thaw because of use in 

other studies. This would affect the stability of DNA and hence, may have altered the 

integrity of the study (therefore they were not used for conducting proviral hypermutation 

analysis). This further decreased our sample size. Due to factors such as small sample 

size, inconsistent patient samples, and reliability of DNA, these studies need to be 

repeated and validated. Future experiments of this nature would be to conduct sequencing 

data on better quality DNA so we could generate and also increase the sample size of the 

study. 

 

5.4 Increased host APOBEC3G expression in ex vivo PBMCs of HIV
+
 women: 

Vif-mediated regulation 

We were able to show that women with hypermutations in vpu/env/pol had more 

detectable endogenous APOBEC3G protein expression than women with non-
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hypermutated provirus. However, endogenous Vif was expressed in most subjects from 

both groups at varying levels. This made it difficult to come to any conclusion on the role 

of Vif/APOBEC interaction based on the examination between the two groups of patients. 

Based on the chi-square analysis, we were unable to determine if a relationship persisted 

as there was a small sample size. If the study were to be conducted on a larger sample 

pool, then I would believe that subjects with increased proviral hypermutation in these 

regions have increased APOBEC3G.  

Peripheral blood lymphocytes and monocytes can be strongly protected against 

HIV-1 infection as these cell types abundantly express APOBEC3G (91). In results 

section 4.2, Western blot analysis showed varying levels of APOBEC3G and Vif protein 

expression in frozen PBMCs of subjects with hypermutated and non-hypermutated 

proviruses. Ex vivo studies such as these are sometimes difficult to evaluate as there are 

several pathogen and host biological variables that exist and these variables must be well 

controlled for before coming to concrete conclusions (ie. Vif expression).We can 

hypothesize that increased APOBEC-mediated hypermutation could be due to either 

changes in the host or changes in the virus. For example, the overall replication of the 

virus (ie. number of circulating viral RNAs), viral subtype, and Vif variation all 

participate in overall pathogenesis in the host and hence will play a role in the number 

and frequency of APOBEC3G molecules present in a host and thus hypermutation levels. 

Theoretically, subjects infected with non-hypermutated proviruses should 

demonstrate decreased APOBEC3G protein expression and increased Vif protein 

expression. One factor that plays a role in this expression is the amount of virus produced 

in an individual and this will obviously influence the phenotypic expression of proteins 
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(146). Pace et al. conducted near full-length population analysis and observed that viral 

loads from patients with hypermutated proviral DNA sequences were lower than those 

with non-hypermutated proviral DNA sequences (4.32+0.60 versus 4.98+0.75 log10copies 

HIV RNA/mL; P = 0.001) (146). However, a similar analysis by Land et al. did not find 

any significance (p = 0.82) in viral load data among hypermutated sequences (118).  

However, the viral load data presented from this group was dubious due to the utilization 

of frozen archived samples, but as earlier discussed, the data generated for CD4
+
 T cell 

counts (p = 0.009) and the data presented in this thesis strongly supports and suggests that 

women from this cohort may have the ability to maintain higher CD4
+
 T cell counts due 

to proviral hypermutation. 

Ten out of twelve subjects with hypermutated proviruses in this study had 

detectable levels of endogenous APOBEC3G protein expression, while in only three out 

of eight subjects infected with non-hypermutated provirus was APOBEC3G expression 

observed. Our findings suggest that increased hypermutation seems to be associated with 

increased APOBEC3G expression in PBMCs. Janini et al. have shown that during 

PBMCs activation modification experiments, they were able to able to modify the 

hypermutation levels in PBMCs (95). Their proposed model showed that hypermutation 

by APOBEC3G activity was predominant in resting PBMCs, whereas APOBEC3F 

activity predominated in activated PBMCs (95). (95). A study conducted in September 

2010 by Iwabu et al. clearly demonstrated that sequence diversity (based on subtype?) of 

the vif gene may influence APOBEC3G levels in PBMCs (91). From Figure 16, non-

hypermutated sequences except for ML2713 and ML2767 are from subtype A1. ML2713 

and ML2767 are from subtypes C and D, respectively which supports the idea that 
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subtype–based sequence differences in Vif may influence APOBEC3G protein levels. 

This leaves for discussion to determine if Vif proteins from different subtypes have 

varying levels of regulation on APOBEC3G proteins.  

Recognizing subtype differences in relation to disease progression is of global 

importance. Kanki et al. were the first to observe that progression to AIDS differed 

between subtypes (104). This lead to several studies showing that disease progression is 

affected by subtype differences in HIV-1 and these subtype differences are found in 

different genes of the virus (89, 104, 109). Most studies have not examined subtype 

differences in vif and the antiviral role of APOBEC3G. Iwabu et al., was the first group 

to study biological differences, in terms of viral fitness and quasispecies, of Vif in vivo 

(91). From their data, they concluded that subtype C HIV-1 viruses are most protected 

against endogenous APOBEC-mediated hypermutation (91). (91). An earlier study 

supports these conclusions where subtype C viruses were highly protected from 

APOBEC3G-mediated hypermutation (95). Sixty percent of all HIV-1 infections 

worldwide are subtype C (89). With the combined knowledge this suggests that if the 

majority of circulating viruses are of subtype C, then it would be difficult to target the 

virus with an “APOBEC” therapy to these individuals due to the viral C subtype being 

fairly resistant to G to A hypermutation. Different vif clades may play a role in 

Vif/APOBEC interactions, however further studies must be conducted to characterize the 

relationship between subtype variation and antiviral activities of APOBEC3 proteins. 

The results generated in section 4.3, lead us to consider our suggestion that 

different subtypes of Vif in this study population are regulating APOBEC3G expression 

differently. One of the difficulties associated with ex vivo studies in humans is that data 
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from real patients has some uncontrolled and some unmeasured variables such as vif 

sequence variations and hence, it is difficult to draw conclusions at this juncture.  

It would be interesting to re-blot these subjects with an anti- APOBEC3F antibody 

as we know that both APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F are expressed at different levels due 

to factors such a cell type, and HIV disease status (97, 98, 149, 172). Due to time 

constraints and unavailability of this antibody, we were unable to test this. The reasoning 

for detecting APOBEC3F is that the subjects with hypermutated proviruses, who had low 

levels of APOBEC3G, may express higher expression of APOBEC3F since both proteins 

are known to cause APOBEC-mediated hypermutation. Based on the data presented in 

this thesis (from Table 6 and Figure 20) and previous data from our group by Dr. Allison 

Land (Hypermut 2.0 data not presented in this thesis), we should be able to examine data 

as we know which subject has increased levels of endogenous APOBEC3G and 

endogenous APOBEC3F activity. Examination of the hypermutation activity of both data 

sets in APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F appear and are consistent with the Western blot data 

from Figure 20.  

Another factor to consider is to conduct this study on fresh PBMCs as opposed to 

frozen cells. Frozen cells are known to lose their viability when improperly frozen thru 

inappropriate handling, and repetitive freeze-thaw cycles when other samples are pulled. 

All these problems can affect the number of viable cells to work with. Further 

examination is required on a larger subset of subjects infected by different HIV-1 

subtypes and their vif sequences must be fully characterized to conduct studies between 

Vif and APOBEC3G/F function. Since this study did reveal interesting results on a very 

small scale, these results must be replicated to enhance the final conclusions. 
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5.5 The relationship between the level of HIV-1 Vif expression and the level of 

host APOBEC3G: Vif-mediated regulation 

To determine if Vif plays a role in APOBEC3G levels and hypermutation in this 

sample set, we examined expression of Vif from subjects with HIV-1 proviral sequences 

that are hypermutated or non-hypermutated. Vif from three subjects with increased 

proviral hypermutation and Vif from three non-hypermutated virus clones were cloned 

and expressed into a SCMV-IN mammalian expression vector. The SCMV-IN expression 

vectors containing different viral vif inserts revealed Vif protein expression differences 

among subjects (two subjects had undetectable expression when compared to the other 

four subjects and the positive control). These observed patterns of Vif expression were 

seen in all three experimental replicates and always showed the same effect (ie. 

expression of Vif from subject ML1418 was always absent or very low). The co-

transfection of the vif plasmids with wt APOBEC3G (pCMV-HA) indicated that there 

was also striking variability observed in APOBEC3G protein expression. What makes Vif 

expression differ between subjects and does wt APOBEC3G degradation differ between 

hosts due to variation in Vif expression levels, or due to other Vif-dependent or – 

independent factors?  It is important to note that all vectors used in this study (SCMV-IN, 

pcDNA-HVif, and pCMV-HA) were under the activity of the CMV promoter and they 

were expressed in the same mammalian cell line. Thus based on the results in section 4.4, 

it seems likely that the sequence differences between different HIV-1 strains may affect 

Vif expression. 

 Analysis of each vif sequence from all subjects did not demonstrate significant 
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APOBEC-mediated hypermutation at vif; however multiple sequence differences were 

identified at different regions throughout the vif genome (Figure 21, section 4.4). This 

suggests that sequence changes (other than APOBEC-mediated hypermutation) may well 

be affecting the transcription, translation, and expression of Vif. This may be an 

explanation as to why some Vif proteins were under expressed in whole cell lysates of 

transfected HEK 293 T cells when compared to each other and to the wt Vif control. In 

vitro expression of mammalian and viral proteins can be challenging as there are several 

reasons why they would not be fully expressed such as codon optimization, gene encoded 

transcription, translation, and post translational modifications, all of which have an effect 

on protein expression.  

Sequence changes in genes can affect the transcript, translation and the post 

translation of Vif (or any protein) expression. The vif sequence changes from our subjects 

may have an impact on the outcome of HIV-1 disease as a study by Yamada et al. showed 

that the proviruses from long-term non-progressors had several mutations present in the 

accessory genes (where vif had the highest proviral mutation rate out of all the accessory 

genes), while the majority of progressors did not have any mutations in this region (209). 

This further supports the possibility that vif sequence variation (at the transcription level) 

from the six subjects may play a role in disease progression by initiating a sequence of 

events where the translation of mRNA may essentially affect the process all the way 

down to post translational modifications of Vif. And begs the question – how long have 

your subjects been infected? Further work is necessary to prove this conclusion as each 

step of the central dogma of molecular biology (DNA to RNA to protein) must be 

thoroughly examined. The DNA sequences and protein coding residues as previously 
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shown in Figure 21 were thoroughly examined; however it would be interesting to 

conduct further protein structure and functional studies on these Vif proteins to determine 

if there are differences in protein structure or function which would have an effect on the 

APOBEC3G protein interaction.  

Several studies have noted that out of the four accessory proteins in HIV-1, Vif is 

unique due to it being the only protein that is rapidly degraded intracellularly (60, 199). 

The reason for Vif proteins to rapidly turn-over may be due to prevent itself from 

inducing detrimental effects such as suppressing its own viral infectivity (1) at high 

protein concentrations (60). As discussed, there are critical amino acid motifs required for 

Vif to enhance infectivity in cells as well as regions critical for binding APOBEC3 

proteins. Several studies have characterized Vif function through mutational and deletion 

analysis experiments with ∆ Vif mutants (45, 60, 94, 199). Some important amino acids 

involved in Vif function are at positions 14-17, 40-44, 63-70, and 86-89 (45, 60, 199). 

Interestingly, in all of our subjects with significant hypermutation at vpu/env (ML1592, 

ML1970, and ML1975), amino acids 63-70 have more than one amino acid change 

compared to the consensus sequence and their Vif expression was reduced compared to 

the wt control. The amino acid positions 63-70 (involved in formation of β-strand 

structures) are critical for normal expression of Vif proteins as well as infectivity 

enhancement. Another important region, 40-44, is specific to binding APOBE3G (45). 

All three subjects with hypermutated proviruses had an amino acid change from 

phenylalanine to tyrosine at position 44. This may explain why subjects with these mutant 

vif viruses were not able to restrict APOBEC3G levels as well as wt Vif. 

Vif undergoes degradation through a similar pathway as APOBEC3 proteins- the 
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ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. Fujiti et al. showed that Vif expression is increased by 

blocking this pathway. Perhaps the Vif constructs in our study have sequence variation 

making them more likely to be degraded through the ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway. 

Recent studies have shown that HIV-1 Vif is involved in cell cycling by inducing cell 

cycle disturbance in the G2 phase (45, 170, 200, 201). G2, the final subphase of 

interphase in the cell cycle, is the stage where rapid cell growth and protein synthesis 

occurs before a cell enters mitosis. A key component of cell cycle delay is the interaction 

of Vif with the ubiquitin ligase complex and it is important to note that disruption of the 

cell cycle is independent of specific APOBEC3 proteins such as APOBEC3D/E, F, and G 

(45). DeHart et al. illustrated important APOBEC3G/F binding sites located in Vif that 

are required for G2 accumulation (positions 14-17 and 40-44).  These positions are 

required for Vif to interact to the Cul5 and Elongin B/C complex and undergo 

degradation of APOBEC3F and APOBEC3G, respectively (45). Our subjects with 

hypermutated proviruses all were shown to have at least one amino acid change within 

positions 40-44, suggesting that G2 accumulation should decrease (enter G2 arrest/delay) 

which means that cell replication and protein expression has curtailed or stopped. 

However, these G2 delay speculations must be further examined and confirmed by 

monitoring the cell cycle profiles of infected cells.  

It’s difficult to draw any clear conclusion as to why we observed such low Vif 

expression in our studies. One experimental limitation may be due to sequence variations 

in vif, as this may affect the transfection efficiency of vif uptake into 293 T cells and 

hence, affect the protein expression of wt APOBEC3G and Vif proteins in co-transfected 

cells. There are many sequence differences between the different vif sequences in our 
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subjects and in comparison between subjects; none of these Vif mutations are consistent. 

Furthermore, these amino acid changes in Vif could be attributed to G2 delay of the cell 

cycle, a key component in Vif expression. In this section, we have only discussed one 

small portion of how Vif induces G2 cell cycle delay. There are other studies that have 

also noted other amino acids changes in Vif that also play a role in G2 cycle arrest (94). 

Based on our vif sequencing data, it is possible that the amino acid changes in Vif result 

in a variety of changes affecting Vif expression and function. Further studies are required 

to understand the biological significance of the stability and G2 cycle delay by Vif. 

It is difficult to examine APOBEC degradation with inconsistent vif expression as 

measured by Western blot and to come to a conclusion. Further examination and detailed 

experiments are required to thoroughly investigate the role of Vif in APOBEC 

degradation and HIV disease progression. 
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6.0 Conclusions and future directions 

The work completed in this thesis has demonstrated the importance of the 

interplay of host and viral factors in protection against HIV-1. One of the main findings 

of this thesis is that the detected APOBEC3G and APOBEC3F changes in pol and 

vpu/env regions of the HIV-1 genome indicate independent activity of one another. Also, 

subjects with significant proviral hypermutation had higher expression of endogenous 

APOBEC3G. The characterization of subjects who have detectable hypermutated proviral 

DNA in the pol gene of HIV-1 and a positive correlation to CD4
+
 T cell counts, suggests 

an association between APOBEC-mediated hypermutation and disease progression. Vif 

expression differs in subjects and this variation makes it difficult to establish if Vif affects 

APOBEC3G degradation. Furthermore, protein expression differences in the host 

(APOBEC3G) and in the virus (Vif) suggest an influential role in HIV-1 disease 

progression. Additional studies are required to provide more evidence of APOBEC-

mediated hypermutation and HIV-1 disease progression. 

It is unfortunate that viral load data was unavailable for this study since it is a 

powerful determinant in HIV-1 disease progression status; it would be worthwhile to 

collect viral load data from subjects in future studies to better monitor HIV-1 disease 

progression. Further studies to characterize the role of APOBEC in HIV-1 disease 

progression should include the measurement mRNA APOBEC3G levels by real-time 

PCR as this could illustrate a difference in expression levels between the two groups of 

interest – hypermutated and non-hypermutated proviruses. Also, sequencing the 

APOBEC3G gene from these patients would locate single nucleotide polymorphisms (as 
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previously found from subjects with hypermutated proviruses at vpu/env (117, 118)) as 

could further explain disease progression differences within our cohort and other cohorts 

worldwide. 

It would be beneficial to take information from the protein expression studies 

from our ex vivo and in vivo experiments and further investigate a larger population; this 

would help strengthen our conclusions. In addition to immunoblotting for APOBEC3G 

proteins from our whole cell lysates, it would be useful to acquire an APOBEC3F 

antibody to observe the protein expression composition differences between the two 

antiretroviral proteins. 

Based on the above suggestions and difficulties observed in this thesis, an ideal 

study would investigate the best markers of disease progression through prospective 

studies (CD4
+
 T cell expression and viral load data), measure APOBEC3G/F protein 

expression, mRNA expression and hypermutation activity (sequence pol or vpu/env or 

ideally the whole virus), and finally further characterize Vif sequences and function from 

patients with and without proviral hypermutation.     

In conclusion, APOBEC3 proteins serve as an important antiretroviral mechanism 

in hosts by inducing hypermutation along the HIV-1 genome. Understanding the 

mechanisms of these proteins and their relationship with HIV-1 Vif function will help the 

development of future novel antiretroviral therapies. 
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8.0 Abbreviations used 

A  adenine 

AID  activation-induced deaminase 

AIDS  acquired immune deficiency syndrome 

APOBEC apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide 

APOBEC3 apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like 

APOBEC3G apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like 3G 

att  attachment  

AZT   zidovudine  

BCA  Bicinchoninic acid  

BST-2  bone marrow stromal antigen 2  

C  cytidine 

Cat. No. catalogue number 

CD4  cluster of differentiation 4  

CD8  cluster of differentiation 8  

CRF  circulating recombinant form 

CSW  commercial sex worker  

ddH2O  double-distilled water 

o
C  degrees Celsius 

DMSO  dimethylsulfoxide 

DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 

dNTP  deoxynucleotide triphosphates 
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ds  double-stranded 

env  envelope 

EtBr  ethidium bromide 

FBS  fetal bovine serum 

G  guanine  

g  gram 

gag  group specific antigen 

GAPDH glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase  

HAART highly active antiretroviral therapy  

HIV  human immunodeficiency virus 

HIV-1  human immunodeficiency virus type 1 

HIV-2  human immunodeficiency virus type 2 

HIV
+
  HIV-1 positive 

HR   heptad region  

HTLV-1 human T-cell leukemia virus type 1  

IN  integrase 

kDa  kilodalton 

L  litre 

LB  luria-bertani 

LTR   long-terminal repeat  

M  major  

mM  millimolar 

MCS  multiple cloning site 
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mg  milligram 

mL  millilitre  

mRNA  messenger ribonucleic acid 

N  non-M and non-O  

nef  negative regulator factor  

NML  National Microbiology Laboratory  

nm  nanometer  

NNRTI  non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor  

NRTI  nucleoside analogue reverse transcriptase inhibitor  

O  outlier  

ori  origin of replication 

p7   nucleocapsid 

p17   matrix protein 

p24   capsid protein 

(PAK2) p21 activated protein kinase 

PBMC  peripheral blood mononuclear cell 

pbs  primer binding site 

PBS  Phosphate buffered saline  

PCR  polymerase chain reaction 

PEPFAR United States President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief 

PIC  preintegration complex  

PI  protease inhibitor 

pol  polymerase 
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PolyA  polyadenylation  

PR  protease 

PPT  polypurine tract  

psi  packaging element 

R  repeated  

RRE  Rev Responsive Element  

rev  differential regulator of expression  

RIP 3.0 Recombination Identification Program 3.0 

RIPA  radioimmunoprecipitation lysis buffer 

RNA  ribonucleic acid  

RNaseH  ribonuclease H  

RPMI  Roswell park memorial institute medium  

RTC  revere transcription complex  

RT  reverse transcriptase  

SDS  sodium dodecyl sulfate  

SIV  simian immunodeficiency virus 

 ss  single-stranded 

T  thymine 

tat  trans-activator of transcription  

TE  tris EDTA  

TBE  tris-borate EDTA  

TBS  tris buffered saline  

Trim5-α tripartite motif 5-alpha  
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tRNA  transfer RNA 

U  uracil 

U3'  unique 3' sequence  

U5'  unique 5' sequence 

μl  microlitre 

μM  micromolar 

UNAIDS Joint United Nations Programmes on HIV/AIDS  

vif  viral infectivity factor 

vpr  viral protein R  

vpu  virus protein U 

wt   wild-type  

 


